
Chapter 5

Modelling Tides and Storm Surges

in the Great Australian Bight

5.1 Introduction

The Great Australian Bight (GAB) of southern Australia, shown in Figure 5.1, is unique in
a world-wide context. It has a continental shelf which in some places is over 200 km wide,
has a long ice-free east-west coast (2000 km), and is adjacent to the only circumpolar ocean.
It supports a large �shing industry, has prospects of oil exploration and, more recently, has
become the site of a national marine park. For these reasons it is a region of academic interest
and economic importance.

The GAB is open to the Southern Ocean where there are frequent gales and large seas.
Sea-going experimentation must cope with virtually continuous long-period swell and generally
hazardous conditions, so work from small vessels is severely restricted. Consequently, few
o�shore records have been made of currents and sea levels, although limited data are available
from a few stations located in the south-east corner of the GAB (see Figure 5.2).

Three-dimensional tidal modelling of the GAB has been undertaken by Matthews and Noye
(1996) and Matthews (1995), with some of the work on storm surges that appears in this chapter
appearing in Noye et al. (1999b).

This chapter describes use of the tsoc model (Chapter 2) to predict GAB tides, and sub-
sequent comparison with observations. The storm surge for 11{13 April 1996 is also modelled
and results compared with observations. This surge was chosen as it coincided with the loss of
$AUS60 million worth of tuna from farms in Spencer Gulf, to the east of the Bight, an event
that is further considered in Chapter 8.
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Figure 5.1: A map of southern Australia showing the location of the Great Australian
Bight (GAB).
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Figure 5.2: Positions of historical sea level and current recording stations in the GAB. At the
present time, only sea levels are recorded, at Esperance, Thevenard and Port Lincoln.

5.2 Tidal Observations

Most of the astronomical tide height constituent amplitudes and phases were obtained from the
National Tidal Facility (Davill, 1994). Except for the M3 constituent, those for Whisky and
Yankee were obtained from Hahn (1986).

Tidal current ellipses for the O1, K1, M2, and S2 constituents for X-Ray, Yankee, andWhisky
were obtained from Hahn (1986). The ellipse characteristics considered are the length of the
semi-major and semi-minor axes (m s�1), the orientation of the major axis (�T), the phase lag
of the major axis (� GMT), and the direction of the ellipse rotation (anticlockwise or clockwise).

The tidal current data for Whisky were observed at 15min intervals in the period April 7{
June 19, 1981. The current meter was 45m from the sea surface in 145m of water. The tidal
current for X-Ray and Yankee was recorded at 15min intervals in the period April 8{June 16,
1981. X-Ray is located in a mid shelf position and Yankee is near the shelf edge. The X-Ray
current meter was 65m from the sea surface in 85m of water. There were two meters located
at Yankee, 45m and 117m below the sea surface in 138m of water.

A signi�cant feature of tides in southern Australia is the phenomenon known as the dodge

tide (described in Section 3.2). Here the near equality of major lunar and solar semi-diurnal
tidal constituents, M2 and S2, creates a condition of negligible tidal motion at neaps when
these constituents are in opposition (Provis and Lennon, 1983). At such times tidal phenomena
are restricted to the inuence of the minor constituents, notably of the diurnal species (and
ter-diurnal species in the GAB). As a result, southern Australian waters experience a cycle
in which marked contrasts occur from a condition of normal semi-diurnal tidal variations at
springs to virtually no movement at neaps. During these neaps there are certain places in the
GAB, such as Thevenard, where the ter-diurnal tide is signi�cant and three tides per day are
observed (Easton, 1970).

Hahn (1986) found that maximum amplitudes of the M3 constituent were observed where
the GAB shelf is broadest, indicating some standing wave behaviour. The phase of the M3 tide
increased over the shelf, indicating a progressive wave behaviour and possible resonance due to
the natural period of oscillation of shelf waters being close to the period of the astronomical
tide.

Observations of current in the south-east of the GAB (Provis and Lennon, 1981; Hahn,
1986), indicate that persistently stronger currents exist near the shelf edge. These, coupled
with weaker currents on the main body of the shelf, suggest the existence of a shelf edge jet
directed south-eastwards. Hahn (1986) noted that GAB tidal currents are elliptic in motion
with the main axis aligned in the cross shelf direction.

Besides the limited observational data available and the simple 1D and 2D Hutchinson
(1988) models, the only detailed three-dimensional (3D) modelling of GAB tides has been that
by Matthews (1995); Noye and Matthews (1996) and Noye et al. (1999b).
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5.3 The Model

The location of the GAB is shown on the map of southern Australia in Figure 5.1. The model
covers the region 120�{136� E and 31�{35� S. Figure 5.3 shows the computational boundary
used and the bathymetry of the region. Hydrographic maps of the GAB used to determine the
position of the coastline and bathymetric data for the continental shelf were obtained from the
Royal Australian Navy (RAN) Hydrographic O�ce (RAN, 1995). Deep sea bathymetric data
were obtained from the publicly available ETOPO5 data set. The continental shelf is widest
(250 km) in the north-east of the GAB near Thevenard and narrowest (80 km) in the west near
Esperance.
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Figure 5.3: The computational coastline (solid line) and open sea boundary (dashed line) for
the GAB model. The bathymetry (m) is also shown (labelled solid lines).

The computational grid has horizontal elements of dimension 50 � 50, which in this area
corresponds to approximately 9.2 km � 7.9 km. The top left and bottom right corners of
the grid are at 31�200 S 120�500 E and 35�100 S 136� E, respectively. In (�; �) space the grid
consists of 47 rows and 181 columns, a total of 8507 elements, of which less than two thirds are
used in computations. The Kappa method (Section 2.5.3) is used to set the spacing of the
10 depth intervals so that the resulting vertical grid is �ne near the sea surface and bed, and
coarse at mid depths, using the value

� = 5: (5.3.1)

The method has been found to be stable, even for large continental shelf gradients. The model
has been run for simulated times of various lengths, starting at 0:00 hr on April 9 1996, using
a 20 second time step. Because of contamination by starting transients, due to the initial
condition being a state of rest, the �rst day of data were always discarded.

5.4 Tides of the Great Australian Bight

The underlying tidal model of the GAB is discussed in this section. Included is the calibration of
the model and predictions of tide heights and currents throughout the region. Comparisons are
also made with the results obtained by the three-dimensional tidal model of Matthews (1995)
(upon which this model of the tides is based, with the western open boundary now moved
slightly to the east to coincide with Esperance).

5.4.1 Open boundary formulation

The method of the calculation of open boundary ows is discussed in Section 2.3.2. Initial
estimates of the amplitudes and phases for the four major tide-height constituents O1, K1, M2,
and S2 along the southern open sea model boundary were obtained from the Schwiderski 1��1�

global ocean model data set (Mitchell, 1994). These were modi�ed during a calibration process
performed by Matthews (1995) which matched modelled and recorded tide-height constants at
the coast. Open boundary data for M3, the most signi�cant of the higher order tidal species at
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Figure 5.4: The GAB open boundary element numbering scheme.

Bdy O1 K1 M2 S2 M3

Ref. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

1 0.1047 87.41 0.1350 93.55 0.1782 216.85 0.1380 202.44 0.0039 28.10
2 0.1043 87.09 0.1340 93.54 0.1778 216.93 0.1370 202.49 0.0038 28.18
3 0.1039 86.76 0.1340 93.53 0.1775 217.00 0.1370 202.54 0.0037 28.26
4 0.1035 86.43 0.1330 93.52 0.1771 217.08 0.1360 202.59 0.0035 28.34
5 0.1031 86.11 0.1320 93.51 0.1768 217.15 0.1350 202.64 0.0034 28.42
6 0.1027 85.78 0.1310 93.50 0.1764 217.23 0.1350 202.69 0.0033 28.50
7 0.1023 85.45 0.1300 93.48 0.1761 217.31 0.1340 202.74 0.0032 28.58
8 0.1019 85.13 0.1300 93.47 0.1757 217.38 0.1340 202.80 0.0031 28.66
9 0.1015 84.80 0.1290 93.46 0.1754 217.46 0.1330 202.85 0.0030 28.74
10 0.1011 84.48 0.1280 93.45 0.1750 217.54 0.1320 202.90 0.0028 28.81
11 0.1007 84.15 0.1270 93.44 0.1747 217.61 0.1320 202.95 0.0027 28.89
12 0.1003 83.82 0.1270 93.43 0.1743 217.69 0.1310 203.00 0.0026 28.97
13 0.0999 83.50 0.1260 93.42 0.1740 217.76 0.1310 203.05 0.0025 29.05
14 0.0995 83.17 0.1250 93.41 0.1736 217.84 0.1300 203.10 0.0024 29.13

Table 5.1: The amplitudes (m) and phases (� GMT) input on the western open boundary of
the GAB tidal model.
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Bdy O1 K1 M2 S2 M3

Ref. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

14 0.0995 83.17 0.1250 93.41 0.1736 217.84 0.1300 203.10 0.0024 29.13
18 0.1015 82.50 0.1280 93.75 0.1741 218.50 0.1310 203.70 0.0024 31.58
22 0.1035 81.83 0.1300 94.08 0.1746 219.17 0.1310 204.34 0.0024 33.90
26 0.1055 81.17 0.1310 94.41 0.1750 219.84 0.1310 205.11 0.0025 36.22
30 0.1075 80.50 0.1330 94.75 0.1748 220.50 0.1310 205.88 0.0025 38.54
34 0.1095 79.83 0.1340 95.08 0.1742 221.24 0.1310 206.64 0.0026 40.86
38 0.1115 79.17 0.1350 95.41 0.1730 222.20 0.1310 207.39 0.0026 43.18
42 0.1135 78.50 0.1370 95.75 0.1719 223.17 0.1310 208.14 0.0026 45.50
46 0.1155 77.83 0.1380 96.08 0.1711 224.04 0.1310 208.81 0.0027 47.82
50 0.1175 77.17 0.1390 96.41 0.1714 224.61 0.1320 209.24 0.0027 50.14
54 0.1195 76.50 0.1410 96.75 0.1717 225.17 0.1320 209.67 0.0028 52.46
58 0.1215 75.83 0.1420 97.08 0.1720 225.73 0.1320 210.12 0.0028 54.78
62 0.1235 75.17 0.1430 97.41 0.1722 226.27 0.1320 210.58 0.0028 57.10
66 0.1255 74.50 0.1450 97.75 0.1724 226.80 0.1320 211.05 0.0029 59.42
70 0.1275 73.83 0.1460 98.08 0.1725 227.32 0.1320 211.51 0.0029 63.00
74 0.1295 73.17 0.1470 98.41 0.1727 227.80 0.1320 211.94 0.0030 67.00
78 0.1320 72.50 0.1490 98.75 0.1729 228.29 0.1320 212.37 0.0030 71.00
82 0.1340 71.92 0.1500 99.08 0.1731 228.77 0.1320 212.80 0.0030 75.00
86 0.1360 71.58 0.1510 99.41 0.1734 229.23 0.1330 213.22 0.0031 79.00
90 0.1380 71.25 0.1530 99.75 0.1737 229.70 0.1330 213.64 0.0031 83.00
94 0.1400 70.92 0.1540 100.08 0.1741 230.17 0.1330 214.05 0.0032 87.00
98 0.1420 70.58 0.1550 100.41 0.1744 230.63 0.1330 214.47 0.0032 91.00
102 0.1440 70.25 0.1570 100.75 0.1747 231.10 0.1330 214.89 0.0032 95.00
106 0.1460 69.92 0.1580 101.08 0.1751 231.56 0.1330 215.30 0.0033 99.00
110 0.1480 69.58 0.1590 101.41 0.1756 232.01 0.1330 215.70 0.0033 103.00
114 0.1500 69.25 0.1610 101.75 0.1761 232.46 0.1330 216.10 0.0034 107.00
118 0.1520 69.08 0.1620 102.08 0.1768 232.91 0.1330 216.50 0.0034 111.00
122 0.1540 69.42 0.1630 102.41 0.1778 233.34 0.1330 216.86 0.0034 115.00
126 0.1560 69.75 0.1650 102.75 0.1788 233.77 0.1330 217.23 0.0035 119.00
130 0.1580 70.08 0.1660 103.08 0.1797 234.20 0.1330 217.59 0.0035 123.00
134 0.1586 70.42 0.1670 103.41 0.1805 234.58 0.1330 217.96 0.0036 127.00
138 0.1592 70.75 0.1690 103.75 0.1814 234.96 0.1330 218.32 0.0036 131.00
142 0.1598 71.06 0.1700 104.08 0.1822 235.35 0.1330 218.71 0.0036 135.00
146 0.1595 71.30 0.1710 104.41 0.1828 235.73 0.1330 219.14 0.0037 139.00
150 0.1589 71.54 0.1730 104.75 0.1835 236.11 0.1330 219.57 0.0037 144.50
154 0.1583 71.78 0.1740 105.08 0.1833 236.89 0.1320 220.01 0.0038 150.50
158 0.1577 72.02 0.1750 105.41 0.1807 238.84 0.1320 220.45 0.0038 156.50
162 0.1571 72.26 0.1770 105.75 0.1780 240.79 0.1320 220.89 0.0038 162.50
166 0.1565 72.50 0.1780 106.08 0.1755 242.56 0.1320 221.33 0.0039 168.50
170 0.1558 72.74 0.1790 106.41 0.1735 243.81 0.1320 221.77 0.0039 174.50
174 0.1552 72.98 0.1800 106.75 0.1715 245.06 0.1320 222.21 0.0040 179.00
178 0.1546 73.22 0.1820 107.08 0.1695 246.31 0.1320 222.65 0.0040 183.00

Table 5.2: Selected amplitudes (m) and phases (� GMT) input on the southern open boundary
of the GAB tidal model. The data is shown every fourth open boundary point.
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Thevenard, were estimated from observations along the coastline. Small amplitudes increasing
from 0:23 cm in the south-western corner (point 14 in Figure 5.4) to 0:4 cm on the eastern side of
the GAB (point 178) and phases which increase progressively from 29� in the south-west to 190�

in the east were used for M3 tide-height open boundary data. The tide-height constituents on
the western section of the open boundary (points 1 to 14) were linearly interpolated between
observations at Esperance and Schwiderski data at the south-west open boundary gridpoint. A
complete list of the western boundary constituents is shown in Table 5.1. A list of selected data
points for the southern boundary is shown in Table 5.2.

5.4.2 Tide height predictions

The model was originally calibrated using an analysis of 29 days of modelled tide heights at
stations in the GAB compared with analysed observed data in the form of amplitudes (m) and
phases (�). Following Matthews (1995), it was found that the optimal values for the vertical
eddy viscosity parameters were

� = 0:0000014m2 s�1; (5.4.2)

� = 0:025:

This parameterisation resulted in the predicted amplitudes and phases shown in Table 5.3.

From this table it can be seen that all constituents perform well. The overall complex
di�erence obtained is � = 0:0178m, which is lower than the value obtained by Matthews (1995)
in a similar analysis. Note that some stations have been excluded. These are mainly stations
where an analysis for only four tidal constituents has been made available, with one notable
exception. Esperance has been excluded from analysis due to it being an open boundary point.
This means that the values at that point should be identical to the tide prescribed there, which
is the case in the table. Use of this point will bias the overall error result.

5.4.3 Modelled co-amplitudes and co-phase diagrams

The contours presented in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show lines of constant tide-height amplitude (cm)
and phase (� CST), respectively, for the diurnal constituents O1 and K1, the semi-diurnal
constituents M2 and S2, and the ter-diurnal constituent M3.

Model predictions agree well with observations (Davill, 1994; Hahn, 1986). There is am-
pli�cation of the semi-diurnal and ter-diurnal tide-height constituents on the wide continental
shelf near Thevenard and phases generally increase from west to east. A perturbation of the
co-amplitude and co-phase lines can be observed for all constituents along the edge of the
continental shelf, due to the inuence of this feature on the tides.

It is worthy of note that M3 has only 6% of the amplitude of the M2 tide at the shelf edge,
but this increases to 25% at the coast near Thevenard.

5.4.4 Tidal current ellipses

Depth-dependent predictions for current ellipses near the sea surface (5m below it, obtained
by interpolation) and at mid-depth are approximately the same, but at greater depths their
magnitude is reduced (see Figures 5.7 and 5.8). For example, the length of the major axis of
the M2 ellipses 5m above the sea oor are half that near the surface. The biggest di�erence
between the near surface and near bottom ellipses is in the south-east of the Bight. Ellipses of
strength comparable to the middle of the GAB can be seen at the surface, but the corresponding
bottom ellipses are almost negligible. These di�erences are probably due to the e�ects of bottom
friction.

There is generally an anticlockwise rotation of the tidal current ellipses which agrees with
observations in the south-east of the GAB (Hahn, 1986). However, near the coast from the head
of the GAB through to Thevenard clockwise rotating ellipses are predicted for some constituents.
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Observation O1 K1 M2 S2 M3

station amp ph amp ph amp ph amp ph amp ph

Eucla Pred.: 0.145 213.4 0.181 227.8 0.218 60.9 0.264 92.9 0.043 109.4
Obs.: 0.134 217.3 0.177 230.8 0.220 70.4 0.270 93.8 0.058 100.4

Port Eyre� Pred.: 0.152 220.3 0.201 232.6 0.264 70.7 0.306 104.3 0.057 157.9
Obs.: 0.134 215.0 0.207 237.0 0.256 70.0 0.320 105.0 { {

Fowlers Bay Pred.: 0.151 220.3 0.200 232.4 0.260 70.4 0.301 103.9 0.555 157.1
Obs.: 0.134 218.8 0.182 232.7 0.251 74.0 0.310 103.8 0.773 144.9

Thevenard Pred.: 0.155 225.1 0.208 236.1 0.288 76.0 0.334 109.5 0.066 172.6
Obs.: 0.140 224.5 0.194 238.9 0.297 85.7 0.370 119.7 0.109 174.5

Twilight Cove Pred.: 0.136 210.7 0.175 230.1 0.147 69.4 0.186 95.8 0.009 57.0
Obs.: 0.119 212.9 0.154 227.7 0.141 78.8 0.179 97.2 0.009 59.8

St Francis Island Pred.: 0.150 224.0 0.201 235.5 0.265 74.3 0.305 107.8 0.054 168.7
Obs.: 0.120 224.3 0.184 236.1 0.246 75.4 0.313 109.3 0.042 165.7

Blanche Port� Pred.: 0.153 227.5 0.207 238.8 0.280 80.3 0.323 113.9 0.060 181.7
Obs.: 0.125 223.0 0.165 236.0 0.299 91.0 0.363 125.0 { {

Elliston Pred.: 0.133 230.9 0.195 240.9 0.219 81.4 0.250 114.5 0.028 193.5
Obs.: 0.134 225.8 0.182 241.2 0.200 80.4 0.237 116.5 0.336 185.4

Esperance� Pred.: 0.138 202.4 0.178 216.8 0.105 87.4 0.135 93.5 0.004 28.1
Obs.: 0.138 202.4 0.178 216.8 0.105 87.4 0.135 93.5 0.004 28.1

Pearson Island Pred.: 0.132 226.0 0.190 239.5 0.205 77.7 0.232 110.8 0.021 184.8
Obs.: 0.140 223.4 0.161 235.3 0.202 77.7 0.232 110.4 0.032 174.2

Goose Island� Pred.: 0.137 205.5 0.182 218.5 0.108 77.9 0.140 92.9 0.004 35.2
Obs.: 0.147 222.0 0.180 246.0 0.117 117.0 0.149 154.0 { {

Yankee� Pred.: 0.131 219.4 0.183 235.1 0.163 71.1 0.176 103.9 0.005 145.4
Obs.: 0.136 223.7 0.172 235.6 0.149 73.4 0.174 105.6 { {

Greenly Island Pred.: 0.126 223.0 0.183 242.7 0.169 76.1 0.193 109.3 0.008 189.8
Obs.: 0.126 223.7 0.165 238.2 0.157 73.4 0.190 110.6 0.012 182.0

Whisky� Pred.: 0.131 221.3 0.179 241.2 0.160 72.9 0.181 106.3 0.005 170.1
Obs.: 0.133 225.6 0.170 238.2 0.144 71.9 0.164 107.2 { {

Ave. absolute di�erences: 0.0126 2.12 0.017 2.25 0.010 4.66 0.010 2.22 0.014 6.93

Ave. complex di�erences: 0.015 0.019 0.024 0.016 0.015

Table 5.3: Comparison of predicted (Pred.) and observed (Obs.) results for amplitude (m) and
phase (� CST) for the 5 major tidal constituents at all stations in the GAB. The overall average
absolute di�erence, taken over all 5 constituents and the calibration stations is "a=0.013m
in amplitude and "p = 3:64 � in phase. The overall average absolute complex di�erence is
"=0.0178m. Excluded stations are marked `�'.

The diurnal ellipses are almost circular, while the semi-diurnal ellipses have a typical elliptic
shape, and the ter-diurnal ellipses are more rectilinear. Ellipses for all constituents are largest
near the edge of the continental shelf and get progressively smaller closer to the coast. In the
deep ocean tidal current ellipses are very small. The major axes of the semi-diurnal and ter-
diurnal ellipses are generally aligned in a cross shelf direction, 10�T to 30�T, which agrees with
Hahn's (1986) observations taken in the south-east of the GAB.

5.4.5 Tidal residual circulation

The tidal residual circulation for the GAB near the surface and the bottom is shown in Fig-
ure 5.9. This circulation was obtained by removing the �ve major tidal constituents (obtained
by analyses) from the 29 days of computed velocities and then averaging the residuals to obtain
the monthly mean.

There is a remarkable similarity in circulation patterns for the near-surface and mid-depth
levels, which highlights the uniformity of horizontal tidal currents in the vertical, but there are
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Figure 5.5: Tide-height amplitude (cm) for the �ve constituents, computed using the 3D GAB
tidal model.
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Figure 5.6: Tide-height phase (� CST) for the �ve constituents, computed using the 3D GAB
tidal model.
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Figure 5.7: Tidal current ellipses near the surface (5m from the surface) for each of the �ve
constituents, computed using the 3D GAB tidal model. Ellipses are shown every third gridpoint.
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Figure 5.8: Tidal current ellipses near the bottom (5m from the sea oor) for each of the
�ve constituents, computed using the 3D GAB tidal model. Ellipses are shown every third
gridpoint.
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Figure 5.9: Tidal circulation for the depths indicated, computed using the 3D GAB tidal model.
Vectors are shown every third gridpoint.

a number of subtle di�erences near the sea oor. Complicated eddies appear near the surface
between Esperance and Twilight Cove and near the open boundary south of Thevenard. These
are signi�cantly smaller, and in some cases negligible, near the sea oor. South-east of Eucla
an eddy appears which has similar strength near the surface and near the sea oor. In the
south-east corner, signi�cant tidal residual currents are observed, but none are present near the
sea oor.

5.4.6 Tidal velocity �elds

Tidal velocity �elds are shown in Figures 5.10{5.11 for two depth levels, one near the surface
(5m below the surface) and near the bottom (5m above the sea oor). These velocity �elds
begin at 21:30 hr on April 11 1996 Central Standard Time (CST) in Australia, and are shown
at six-hourly intervals. This time period was chosen for comparison with the modelled storm
surge currents to follow. Note that 9:30 hr CST is equivalent to 0:00 hr GMT.

The major tidal currents for this period (of neap tides) occur between Eucla and Thevenard,
in the shallow water of the continental shelf. All tide-induced velocities are less than 0:1 m s�1,
with the near-surface currents stronger than those close to the sea oor and in the same direction.
Typical tidal oscillations into and out of the GAB are seen in these �gures.

5.5 The Surge of April 1996

The propagation of sea level perturbations from west to east along the GAB continental shelf
has been studied as part of a wider investigation of long period sea level oscillations along
the Australian coast (Krause and Radok, 1976; Provis and Radok, 1979). This involved the
low-pass �ltering of sea level records from Albany, Esperance, Thevenard and Port Lincoln to
remove the tides. From the residual, they concluded that long waves with periods of 4:5 and
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Figure 5.10: Tidal currents computed 5m from the sea surface, during the time of the April 1996
GAB storm. Vectors are shown every fourth gridpoint.
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Figure 5.11: Tidal currents computed 5m from the sea oor, during the time of the April 1996
GAB storm. Vectors are shown every fourth gridpoint.
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9:5 days travelled west to east across the GAB. These waves have much larger amplitudes than
similar ones observed along the coast of Oregon (Cutchin and Smith, 1973).

Using low-pass �ltered hourly coastal sea level data and atmospheric pressures sampled
once or twice per day, Church and Freeland (1987) carried out a regression of sea levels on
atmospheric pressure for Esperance, Thevenard and Port Lincoln. They found an over-response
of sea-level changes to atmospheric pressure variations, relative to the inverse barometric e�ect,
and concluded that the large variances obtained indicated that the GAB shelf waters respond
dynamically to passing weather systems.

In this section, a 3D numerical tide and storm surge model is used to compute the transient
long wave response of the GAB waters to the tides of the Southern Ocean and the rapidly
changing atmospheric pressures and wind stresses during the storm of 11{13 April 1996, a time
scale of only 3 days. The results are used to determine whether the large surge which travelled
from west to east along the coast was caused by weather e�ects or by a free wave moving across
the GAB. In this work the surge is the residual obtained by removing the predicted tide-height
from the sea level records.

Sea levels were recorded at Esperance, Thevenard and Port Lincoln, residuals thereof were
calculated at these locations (see Figure 5.12). Residuals at Esperance and Port Lincoln were
used as input to the model; those at Thevenard were used to validate it.

5.5.1 Atmospheric pressure and wind �elds April 11{12, 1996

Three-hourly isobaric charts for the GAB region were obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology
for the period 9{15 April, 1996. From these charts, values of atmospheric pressure were digitised
for up to 33 locations, the number being determined by the complexity of the weather system
at the time. When there were large variations in pressure across the GAB more locations were
used and concentrated in areas where the isobars were most nonlinear.

The atmospheric pressure at each grid point of the GAB model described in Section 5.3 was
then calculated using a least-squares error bi-cubic spline �t (Hayes and Halliday, 1974) of the
values at the digitised locations. This ensured a smooth variation of pressure from one grid
point to the next.

No atmospheric pressure data were available at 0:30 hr CST each day. To obtain pressures
at gridpoints at these times a linear interpolation of the data computed three hours before and
three hours after was applied. A smoothing in time at every gridpoint was also carried out
using a low-pass �lter.

The geostrophic wind (uG; vG) at each grid point of the GAB model was calculated using
the pressure �elds in the following way (Dutton, 1976):

uG = K
@pa

@�
; vG = �

K

cos�

@pa

@�
; (5.5.3)

where K = �(2�aR
sin�)�1. When compared with geostrophic wind values read directly from
the isobaric charts at random locations, excellent correspondence between observed values and
those calculated was obtained. The geostrophic winds were then used to determine the surface
winds (u10; v10) ten metres above the sea surface using the formulae,

u10 = kcuG + ksvG and v10 = kcvG � ksuG; (5.5.4)

in which kc = � cos	 and ks = � sin	. The values of � and 	 represent the attenuation of wind
speed and the clockwise veering of direction, respectively, of the Ekman spiral e�ect as one goes
down through the atmospheric boundary layer to sea level. These values were computed in the
manner described by Gordon (1962), and were of the order 0:65 and 20�, respectively, which are
consistent with those used by Hamon (1966), who worked at the same latitude on the eastern
coast of Australia.

Contours of atmospheric pressure input into the model are shown at six hourly intervals
in Figure 5.13. The low pressure system shown moving from west to east across the GAB is
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Figure 5.12: Hourly observed sea level residual (m) for the period 10/4/1996 to 15/4/1996 (CST)
at Esperance, Thevenard and Port Lincoln.

the remnants of Tropical Cyclone OLIVIA. This system (1000HPa), which characterises the
storm, entered from the west below Esperance at 21:30 hr 11/4/1996 (CST), see Figure 5.13(a).
Figure 5.14(a) shows that winds at this time were � 13m s�1 and predominantly from the NNE
in the eastern and central GAB, from the NNW west of Twilight Cove, and from the W below
Esperance.

At 3:30 hr 12/4/1996 in Figure 5.13(b) the pressure system had moved eastward into the
GAB to the south of Twilight Cove, with appropriate changes of wind speed and direction as
shown in Figure 5.14(b).

In the following six hours, the system moved along the continental shelf to the region south
of Eucla, see Figure 5.13(c). The closeness of adjacent isobars near Thevenard at this time
indicate that the winds associated with the storm were stronger, as con�rmed in Figure 5.14(c),
reaching 24m s�1.

By 15:30 hr 12/4/1996 the centre of the storm had reached the south-east corner of the
GAB (Figure 5.13(d)). The most signi�cant feature here is the changing of wind direction close
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Figure 5.13: Atmospheric pressure in HectoPascals (reduced by 1000) during the April 1996
storm over the GAB.
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Figure 5.14: Wind velocities during the April 1996 GAB storm. Vectors are shown every fourth
gridpoint.
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to Thevenard (Figure 5.14(d)). The major surge at Thevenard began to occur about 15:00 hr
on 12/4/1996 (Figure 5.12), which coincided with the change in wind direction in this six hour
period.

5.5.2 Modelling the coastal surge

The open boundary conditions of the GAB tidal model were modi�ed in order to simulate the
passage of the storm in addition to the normal tidal oscillation, which is included so that non-
linear e�ects are present in the prediction. To do this, the boundary was considered in three
sections. The �rst is the deepest part of the open boundary, the south-western section. This
includes the western half of the southern open boundary. The wind e�ect on elevation in this
region was considered negligible due to the deep water involved, and the inverse barometric
pressure e�ect (see Section 2.3.2) was applied without modi�cation.

The western and the south-eastern sections of the open boundary were treated di�erently
because both cross the continental shelf. In shallow water the inverse barometric pressure e�ect
is not an accurate approximation for sea-level change due to the possibility of large wind e�ects.
At the coastal end of the western open boundary it was assumed that the sea level behaved as
observed at Esperance. At the coastal end of the southern open boundary, no sea level data
were available. However, data were available from Port Lincoln, a small distance outside the
model domain. The time taken for a surge to travel from the far east open boundary point
to Port Lincoln is approximately three hours. In order to simulate the surge input at the far
east open boundary point, the Port Lincoln observations were smoothed and applied with a
three hour lead in time. The surge values between the two open coastal boundary points and
those due to the inverse barometric pressure e�ect in the deep water were determined by linear
interpolation.

5.5.3 Comparison of modelled and recorded surge

The model was run for two days from an initial condition of zero wind and surface pressure
of one atmosphere (101325 Pa), gradually changing over the two days to the values of the real
wind and pressure data at 9:30 hr on 10/4/1996 CST. The open boundary values were input at
relevant times. All data was interpolated in time so that input �elds were made available every
time step. The model then ran for a further day until 9:30 hr 11/4/1996, to permit the decay
of initial transients to a negligible level. Hourly elevations were then stored.

Hourly tide-heights computed by the tide-only model were then subtracted to give the
residual sea levels which included the meteorological e�ects with non-linear interactions. This
computed surge agreed well with that recorded at Thevenard (see Figure 5.15(a)). For example,
the modelled residual elevation at Thevenard replicates the sharp rise observed from 7:00 hr
12/4/1996 to 19:00 hr 12/4/1996 CST. It is noticeable that 8 hourly oscillations occur in the
sea level response at Thevenard. This can be attributed to the same cause as the large ter-
diurnal tide there, mainly resonance e�ects due to the wide continental shelf.

Sea level residuals observed and computed at Thevenard may or may not be due to meteo-
rological e�ects. To determine this, the model was re-run with wind and atmospheric pressure
excluded. The open boundary sea level input was still used on the three sections as previously
described. After removal of the tide-only e�ect, the resulting modelled surge at Thevenard was
obtained and is shown in Figure 5.15(b). This surge, driven only by the input of the open
boundary, is insigni�cant when compared to that observed. The surge occurring on the western
boundary is propagated in a very weak manner across the GAB, with some inuence expected
from the south-eastern boundary. The main part of the surge at Thevenard is clearly caused by
either the combined or individual e�ects of the changing atmospheric pressure and wind �elds
over the GAB.

The individual e�ects of wind and pressure upon sea level at Thevenard are shown in
Figure 5.16. The tide and storm surge model was run as described above, but with the e�ects of
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Figure 5.15: Recorded and computed sea level residuals at Thevenard using the tide and storm
surge on the GAB model open boundary combined with and excluding pressure and wind.

pressure or wind excluded. Figure 5.16(a) shows the sea level residual at Thevenard and includes
the e�ect of the surge input on the open boundary combined with the wind. The variable
pressure �eld was excluded from the model, with pressure set at a constant one atmosphere
(101325Pa). The sea level is still predicted reasonably well here. The residual at Thevenard
with the e�ect of the surge input at open boundaries and only the variable atmospheric pressure
�eld is shown in Figure 5.16(b). Here the pressure �eld alone has only a small e�ect upon the
residual sea level. Clearly the wind is the dominant factor inuencing GAB sea levels during
the storm considered.

5.5.4 Currents

In order to determine the e�ect of the April 1996 GAB storm on the near surface and near
bottom currents, plots of surge associated currents have been produced (Figures 5.17{5.18).
These values were obtained by removing tide-only currents from those produced by the storm
and tide.

Figure 5.17 shows large storm-induced currents on 12/4/1996, more than twice the speed of
the tide-induced surface currents shown in Figure 5.10 (note the change of scale). To the south of
Thevenard, currents are larger, of the order 0:5m s�1. The pattern of these storm-induced cur-
rents varies with the changing wind patterns (see Figure 5.14), going from 0:2m s�1 east-west to
0:3m s�1 west-east along the coast, between 21:30 hr 11/4/1996 and 15:30 hr 12/4/1996 (CST).
At the latter time, to the east of Eucla, surface tidal currents are directed almost perpendicular
to the corresponding storm induced currents.
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Figure 5.16: Recorded and computed sea level residuals at Thevenard using either wind or
pressure combined with the tide and storm surge on the GAB model open boundary.

Near the sea oor the meteorologically-induced current speeds (see Figure 5.18) are much
smaller than at the surface but are still about the same magnitude as the tide-induced surface
currents. There is a signi�cant di�erence between surge-associated currents and tidal currents.
When surge currents are directed parallel to the coastline, currents at all levels are generally in
the same direction. When surge currents are perpendicular to the coast, surface and bottom
currents oppose. This contrasts with the tide-only currents, seen in Figures 5.10{5.11, which
are in the same direction at both depths.

One aspect of concern, particularly with the meteorologically induced currents near the
sea surface, is the behaviour of the model close to the open boundaries. The open boundary
formulation has been discussed in Section 2.4. It seems that the boundary to the west of the
GAB simulates the inow of water that was caused by the storm quite well. It seems that in the
south-eastern part of the open boundary, particularly in Figures 5.17(c) and 5.17(d), there may
be some \unreal" ows occurring. These ows are observed close to the shelf edge, in a region
between 1000 and 2000m in depth. Initially, it appears that the open boundary condition has
not been able to cope with the atmospheric forcing applied here. However, the position of the low
pressure system at these times, and the wind direction in this region (Figure 5.13), dominantly
from the east along this section of the open boundary, would tend to cause a cross-shelf ow
as predicted. Such ows are not seen in the near bottom prediction of meteorological currents,
further indicating that the wind stress may be responsible for these near surface predictions.
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Figure 5.17: Meteorologically induced currents 5m below the surface during the April 1996
GAB storm. Vectors are shown every fourth gridpoint.
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Figure 5.18: Meteorologically induced currents 5m above the bottom during the April 1996
GAB storm. Vectors are shown every fourth gridpoint.
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5.6 Discussion

In the case of the modelling considered in this chapter, the waves observed at Esperance and
Thevenard are caused by meteorological e�ects, predominantly winds. This agrees with the work
of Church and Freeland (1987), who concluded that the GAB shelf waters respond dynamically
to passing weather systems. However, much of their consideration was with the inuence of the
inverse barometric pressure e�ect, whereas it has been found here that the wind e�ect is the
dominant inuence on predicted sea levels for this storm.

Krause and Radok (1976) and Provis and Radok (1979) calculated the residuals from sea
level records and concluded that long waves with periods of 4:5 and 9:5 days travelled west to
east across the GAB. This opposes the �ndings here, as do the �ndings of other authors who
have found that coastally trapped waves do propagate around the Great Australian Bight from
west to east.

It is important to remember that the case considered here is that of a particular storm
which occurred in April, 1996. In this case, the wind was found to be the dominant sea level
inuence. This may not be true for all scenarios considered within the Bight, but appears to
be the major factor in the storm surge observed in the region in April 1996.

5.7 Summary

A spherical co-ordinate three-dimensional hydrodynamic-numeric GAB model has been pro-
duced. This has predicted interesting tidal movements in the region, including ampli�cation of
the semi-diurnal and ter-diurnal constituents, and near-surface circulation patterns on the shelf
edge which are directed to the east and south-east between Eucla and Thevenard, and to the
west and south-west between Esperance and Twilight Cove. At the bottom of the shelf edge,
between Eucla and Thevenard, a reasonably strong current to the west occurs both near the
surface and near the sea oor. These predictions agree with tidal current ellipses obtained from
recorded data (Hahn, 1986).

The GAB model was used to successfully predict the e�ect of the storm of 11{13 April 1996
on the sea levels at coastal locations, and the near surface and near bottom currents. It was
found that the sea level residual on the western boundary propagated only weakly across the
GAB, with the main part of the surge recorded at Thevenard caused by the meteorological
e�ects, particularly the wind, acting on the GAB waters.

Storm-induced currents were stronger than the tide-induced currents, and near-surface cur-
rents were in the direction of the strong winds. The direction of the storm-induced near-bottom
currents were the same as those near the surface if currents were directed parallel to the coast,
but were opposite to surface currents directed perpendicular to the coast. Further considera-
tion of the local e�ects of this storm in Boston Bay, to the east of the GAB, are considered in
Chapter 8.
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Chapter 6

Lagrangian{Stochastic Particle

Tracking

6.1 Introduction

The movement and spread of pelagic larvae, �ne sediments and oil slicks due to ocean currents
is of interest and concern to marine scientists, �shermen and conservationists. One way of sim-
ulating this movement is through the use of a particle tracking routine which models advection
by a Lagrangian procedure and di�usion by a stochastic process.

This chapter describes the development of a Cartesian co-ordinate pseudo three-dimensional
algorithm that models these processes in conjunction with the tedmodel described in Chapter 2.
Of interest is the e�ect of di�erent grid types upon the behaviour of individual particles at
di�erent regions in a model. In particular, the e�ects near the open (ocean) and closed (coastal)
boundaries and in the interior, away from these boundaries, is investigated.

Much of the work in this chapter has been published in Grzechnik and Noye (1998a,b, 1999).

6.2 Oceanographic Modelling of Advection and Di�usion

There are a number of ways of simulating the processes of advection and di�usion in numerical
ocean models. Two major categories of solution are available, namely Eulerian and Lagrangian,
with a hybrid method used in some cases. A summary of these methods is given by Noye (1987).
Other processes which depend upon the subject, may also be included within the model. These
can include mortality (in the case of larvae), settlement rates (buoyant sediments) or evaporation
and emulsi�cation (oil slicks). The work of a number of authors, arranged according to the
process being simulated, is cited here, with the aim of illustrating the various methods and
applications that can be applied. There will be an emphasis on the Lagrangian method (which
is used here), but other methods will be considered.

6.2.1 Oil spills

The simulation and prediction of oil spill movement has been widely researched over the last
10{20 years. Many of the processes that inuence oil dispersal on the sea, including spreading,
emulsi�cation and evaporation, are considered by ASCE (1996).

The simulation of oil spills using particle tracking (for advection) and random walk (for
di�usion) methods has been considered by Al-Rabeh and Gunay (1992), Evans and Noye (1995),
and Hunter (1987). The advection{di�usion equation, usually using a �nite di�erence scheme,
has been considered by Lewis et al. (1996a) and Cuesta et al. (1990). Comparisons between
the methods have been made by Lewis et al. (1996b), with both methods found to give similar
results, but the particle tracking method favoured due to its more accurate advection prediction
and speed of operation.
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6.2.2 Larval transport

McShane et al. (1988) and Black and Moran (1991) used a particle tracking method for advection
with a random walk method simulating di�usion for larvae movement on reefs. Larvae were
considered to be neutrally buoyant.

In order to model the advection and di�usion of Penaeus latisulcatus larvae in Spencer Gulf,
South Australia, Nixon (1996) applied the Advection{Di�usion{Mortality (ADM) equation.
This was solved on a �nite di�erence grid using wind driven currents from a three-dimensional
tidal model. The larvae were considered to be able to control their vertical movement. A concise
summary is considered by Nixon and Noye (1999).

Further consideration of larval transport methods is given in Chapter 7.

Rothlisberg et al. (1996) assumed that prawn larvae were able to control their vertical posi-
tion, but moved with the currents in the horizontal directions. A change in vertical behaviour
was considered upon maturity, but the e�ects of di�usion were not considered in this Lagrangian
approach.

6.2.3 Sediment and other transport

The transport of sediments was considered by Noye et al. (1999a) and Black (1987), both using
the particle tracking technique with random di�usive aspects. The settlement of particles was
considered, with importance placed upon modelling the correct physical behaviour of these
sediments.

An application to dispersal of saline water using a combined Euler{Lagrangian method
was used with success by Cheng et al. (1984). Here advective aspects were calculated using a
Lagrangian method, and di�usion was calculated in an Eulerian manner.

Some other particle tracking and random walk algorithms have been described by Fogelson
(1992), Hunter et al. (1993) and Easton et al. (1996). Application of the particle tracking
algorithm to the dispersal of �ne organic sediment is considered in Chapter 8.

6.2.4 Why the Lagrangian method?

Overall, both methods have their strengths and weaknesses. The particle tracking method is
more e�cient (especially when smaller amounts of particles are used), and generally simulates
advection more accurately than Eulerian methods. However, the random walk method used
for simulation of di�usion can introduce some errors, which are not as prevalent in the latter
case. The simulation of larval and sediment movement is considered in this thesis, and the
particle tracking (Lagrangian) method has been chosen for this. This is coupled to a random
walk method for di�usion, described in this chapter. Alterations to the basic algorithm are
considered for each type of material dispersal being modelled.

6.3 Advection

In a two-dimensional current �eld, the motion of a particle may be described by

dX

dt
= U(X;Y; t); (6.3.1)

dY

dt
= V (X;Y; t);

where the symbols used have the following meaning:

t: is the time in seconds (s),

X, Y : are the (time-varying) Cartesian co-ordinates of the particle in metres (m),
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U , V : are the x, y components of the velocity �eld in m s�1 at (X;Y ). These can be either
averaged over depth or the velocity �eld calculated at a particular level or combination
of levels.

In the coastal sea situation, the velocity �eld will usually be determined by means of a tide
and storm surge model of the region being considered, in this case the ted model described in
Chapter 2. In this chapter, the tracking procedure is tested using two di�erent grid structures,
as described in Section 6.6. Both structures assume that grid elements are of dimensions 2�x,
2�y in the x, y directions respectively (as in Chapter 2). In both cases model boundaries are
chosen along grid lines to approximate the shape of the coastal region.

For particles labelled p = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; P , using centred �nite-di�erence approximations for
the time derivative in (6.3.1), applied at the time tn+1=2 = (n + 1=2)�t, n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N ,
yields

Un+1=2
p =

�
dX

dt

�n+1=2
p

=
1

�t
(Xn+1

p �Xn
p ) +Of(�t)2g; (6.3.2)

V n+1=2
p =

�
dY

dt

�n+1=2
p

=
1

�t
(Y n+1

p � Y n
p ) +Of(�t)2g;

in which �t is the positive time step used in the tracking procedure and the superscript indicates
the time level involved. Time increases from t0 to tN = t0 +N�t in steps of �t.

Rearranging (6.3.2) yields the approximate relations

Xn+1
p = Xn

p + Un+1=2
p �t; (6.3.3)

Y n+1
p = Y n

p + V n+1=2
p �t;

in which, to �rst-order,

Un+1=2
p = U(Xn

p ; Y
n
p ; tn+1=2); (6.3.4)

V n+1=2
p = V (Xn

p ; Y
n
p ; tn+1=2):

For modelling of advection, the Courant{Friedrichs{Lewy (CFL) condition (Section 2.7.3)
should be satis�ed, namely

cx = U�t=2�x � 1 and cy = V�t=2�y � 1; (6.3.5)

for Courant numbers cx, cy in the x, y directions respectively. This may be re-written in the
form

�t � 2minf�x;�yg
maxfU; V g : (6.3.6)

Experience has found that greater accuracy is obtained when smaller time steps are used,
so the time step prescribed by (6.3.6) should be considered as an upper limit rather than a
recommended value.

6.4 Spatial Interpolation

The velocity at the position (Xn
p ; Y

n
p ) at the time tn+1=2 is determined using bilinear interpola-

tion in space of the velocities computed at the (n+ 1=2) time level, at the velocity gridpoints
surrounding the particle (see Evans and Noye, 1995; Grzechnik and Noye, 1998b).

To illustrate the bilinear interpolation scheme, consider U , the x component of velocity. Let
particle p be located at co-ordinates (x0+j 2�x; y0+k 2�y), where 0 � j � 1, 0 � k � 1. At the
four velocity gridpoints surrounding p there are four known values of velocity, UNW ; UNE ; USE
and USW (see Figure 6.1). The bilinear interpolation of these values of horizontal velocity yields
the approximate x component of velocity of the particle at p, namely

Up = (1� j)(1 � k)USW + j(1 � k)USE + jkUNE + (1� j)kUNW : (6.4.1)

The y component of velocity is approximated similarly.
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Figure 6.1: The position of the particle p relative to velocity gridpoints in the bilinear interpo-
lation.

6.5 Temporal Interpolation

In order to reduce the amount of storage required for velocity input to the tracking routine,
a temporal interpolation of velocity values between larger time intervals is carried out. This
enables velocities to be supplied at time intervals of �T , much greater than �t, and interpolated
to obtain approximate velocity values for use at time steps of �t. For coastal modelling, the
value of �T usually chosen is one hour, whereas �t may be of the order of minutes, and the
interpolation is usually linear. Testing of the temporal interpolation scheme has been carried
out by Grzechnik and Noye (1998b).

6.6 Grid Types

Two possible grid con�gurations are considered for particle tracking. In the �rst (the Arakawa A
type) the elevation and velocity gridpoints coincide, as in Figure 6.2(a), and in the second
the velocity gridpoints are o�set from the elevation gridpoint (the Arakawa C type) as in
Figure 6.2(b) (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977).

The di�erences in the behaviours of the two grid types are of interest due to the nature of
the tidal models that may be used to produce the velocities. In the ted model used in this
work (see Chapter 2), the Arakawa C grid con�guration is used during calculation of velocity
components, which are then, by averaging, interpolated to the � points in the centre of each
element, which corresponds then to the Arakawa A type of grid. It is in this way that velocity
data are available for both grid types for use in the particle tracking routine. The e�ect of this
interpolation on particle movement is investigated here.

In the particle tracker, the Arakawa C grid enables the user to include barriers, that is lines
across which no ow is allowed. Also, a true zero-velocity boundary condition can be applied
at the closed boundaries. The use of the Arakawa A grid simpli�es coding, especially in the
case of the ted model used here, in which the velocity interpolation to the central elevation
gridpoint occurs automatically (as described in Section 2.5.8).

The behaviour of particles in the interior of a model region, as well as close to the boundaries,
is compared in the following sections.

6.7 Testing Advection in the Model Regions

A number of di�erent tests of the advection of particles have been carried out in the region
modelled in Figure 6.3, using the grid spacing:
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Figure 6.2: Four element blocks for each of the two grid types showing the relative positions
of the �, u and v gridpoints and the horizontal step sizes. The subscripts refer to the x and
y positions respectively, with the top left box in each diagram representing the (l;m)th grid
element.
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Figure 6.3: The domain for the test grid for particle tracking. The exterior region at the top is
considered \outside" the model, as it is beyond the open boundary.

2�x = 2�y = 1500m: (6.7.1)

The aim of these tests is to compare the behaviour in the interior and close to the open and closed
boundaries of the two grid types using analytic velocity �elds applied to the grid points. In all
tests the velocity �eld for the Arakawa C grid has been calculated exactly at each gridpoint,
and that for the Arakawa A grid has been determined from interpolation of the Arakawa C
values, as is the case with the ted tidal model output velocities.

6.7.1 Calculation of errors

The error measure that is used for comparison of trajectories is the mean distance between the
modelled and exact positions of a particle at each time that positions are output. That is

Error = N�1

NX
i=1

q�
Xi
2 �Xi

1

�2
+
�
Y i
2 � Y i

1

�2
; (6.7.2)

where (Xi
1; Y

i
1 ) and (Xi

2; Y
i
2 ) are the two positions of the particle at the ith output time, and

the total number of times considered is N . The value of the time step �t has an inuence upon
the accuracy of the predicted trajectory. The relationship between the time step and the error
measure using each velocity type will be discussed in the following text.

6.7.2 Interior behaviour

To compare the behaviour in the interior, a time and space varying velocity �eld is used. This
is de�ned by

U(X;Y; t) = U0(cX + d) cos(!t); (6.7.3)

V (X;Y; t) = V0;

where parameters c = 2 � 10�5 and d = 0:8, and the values of U0 and V0 are typical velocity
amplitudes, assigned as U0 = 0:3m s�1, V0 = 0:5m s�1. For a 12 hour period velocity �eld, !
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is the circular frequency and is assigned the value 2�=(12 � 3600) s�1. The exact solution for
particle motion in this �eld is

X(t) = c�1
�
(cX0 + d)exp[U0c!

�1 sin(!t)]� d
�
; (6.7.4)

Y (t) = V0t+ Y0:

The values X0 = 30000m, Y0 = 10000m were used as the starting point. The exact trajectory
is an \S" shape (see Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4: The results from the test of grid inuence in the model interior with �t = 300 s.
The plots are from outputs at half hourly intervals.

No temporal interpolation was applied as the interest here is in the e�ect of the grid type
upon the trajectory. The model was run for a total of 12 hours with outputs every 30minutes.
A 5minute time step was used (�t = 300 s).

Both grid types give an identical trajectory for the particle if the analytic �eld is de�ned
exactly at each velocity grid point. If the values of velocity at the central grid are obtained
from linear interpolation of the o�set grids, as in the ted tidal model (see Chapter 2), then the
error using the Arakawa A grid is slightly higher than that obtained using the Arakawa C grid.

The value of the time step �t has an inuence upon the accuracy of the predicted trajectory.
The relationship between the time step and the error measure using the Arakawa C grid for the
velocity �eld described above was found to be linear, of the form

Error = �t=40 for 5 s � �t � 1800 s; (6.7.5)

meaning that error measure is directly proportional to the time step.

For the interior testing, the average error (using Equation (6.7.2)) for the Arakawa C grid
was 119:6m, and for the Arakawa A (interpolated velocity �eld from Arakawa C) grid was
120:1m. Thus, the contribution to total error caused by the interpolation of velocity values to
the central grid point is less than 0:5% in this case.
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6.7.3 Coastal boundary behaviour

The deformation of a particle's trajectory and its behaviour as it is advected close to the closed
boundary (coastline) is important. There are a number of di�erent boundary types which must
be considered:

Permanent beaching type where a particle that runs aground remains there for all time,
such as, for example, in the settlement of sediments.

Temporary beaching type where a particle is held at the coast until advected or di�used
away, such as in the case of oil washing up onto a beach, which can be reoated at the
next high tide.

Unimpeded ow type where a particle moves along the boundary according to the velocity
component parallel to the boundary, such as in the case of a cli� face, which does not
allow beaching. The particle can be moved away if dictated by the velocity �eld.

Each boundary type can be placed on a timer if required, so that the longer a particle is close
to the boundary, the more likely it is that the particle will become permanently beached.

Investigation of both grid types close to the coastline was conducted with a constant velocity
of

U(X;Y; t) = �0:5m s�1; (6.7.6)

V (X;Y; t) = �0:8m s�1:

The boundary was considered to be of the \Unimpeded ow" type, with no beaching allowed.
Other coastal boundary types behave similarly approaching the land. Di�usion was not con-
sidered.

When using the Arakawa A grid, if a particle is about to run into the closed boundary it
is assigned a component of velocity parallel to the boundary (Grzechnik and Noye, 1998a). In
this way, it will not become beached, but will be moved along the coast. With the Arakawa C
grid, the zero-velocity normal to the boundary means that the particle cannot run aground.
The particle will approach the boundary while moving along it, but cannot become beached
unless di�usion is incorporated. Because of this, no special procedure is required.

Figure 6.5 shows the behaviour of the trajectories obtained using the two grid types near the
coastal boundary. A particle has been released from the point (6000; 20000)m and run for a total
of six hours, using 300 s (5minute) time steps, and positions output every 30minutes. These
trajectories show the deformation caused close to the coast. The trajectory produced using
velocities at points on the Arakawa C grid curves smoothly as the boundary is approached.
The particle is always getting closer to the coast, but will never reach it if advection alone
is considered. Beaching can only occur if di�usion is involved. The particle path using the
Arakawa A grid deforms in a di�erent way, with only a slight curve observed before the particle
reaches the coastline. The particle then moves parallel to the coast. This is due to the bilinear
interpolation referencing zero-velocity gridpoints that are a part of the closed boundary when
particles are within half a gridpoint of this boundary. The �nal positions of the particles
di�er by 603:9m, with the Arakawa C particle (�nished at (3002:4; 8296:0)m) closer to the left
boundary than the Arakawa A particle (at (3047:2; 8898:2)m). This is due to the way in which
the particle in the Arakawa C grid �eld is moved closer to the left boundary with every time
step.

6.7.4 Open boundary behaviour

There are a number of factors that will determine the behaviour at the open boundary. The
treatment of open boundaries in such a model has been investigated by Grzechnik and Noye
(1998a) in which it was decided that the best open boundary for their purposes was one which
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Figure 6.5: The di�erent deformations of trajectories at the closed boundary using the two grid
types with a constant velocity value. The closed boundary shown here is at X = 3000m.

allows particles to pass out of and back into the model region. The implementation of this
condition is straight forward. When a particle reaches the open boundary, the (time varying)
velocity of the last interior gridbox which contained the particle is applied to it while it is outside
of the model region. This gives the particle an approximation to its velocity so its trajectory
outside the model can be estimated. This is accurate if the particle remains just outside the
open boundary, and is particularly useful if particles are returned almost immediately to the
model region. A timer can be assigned to particles outside the region, so that the longer a
particle is outside of the model, the more likely it is that the particle will not return and should
be excluded from calculations.

For simplicity, the approach to the open boundary is considered the same for the two grid
types. In the case of the Arakawa A grid, the bilinear interpolation scheme references velocity
values that are on the open boundary (see Figure 6.6(a)). These values are not available from
the tidal model, and must be approximated. In this work the velocity components at the
gridpoint(s) of the element which contains the particle are assigned to the adjacent two open
boundary elements. The bilinear interpolation can then be conducted. For the Arakawa C grid,
the orientation of the boundary dictates the availability of velocity gridpoints. This can lead
to complications in the referencing of velocity values. Because of this, it is assumed that the
velocity is not available at the interface between the interior and open boundary elements for
any orientation. This gives a scheme which is applied in the same way as in the Arakawa A
case, but with the positions of velocities o�set spatially (see Figure 6.6(b)).

A test of the trajectories obtained when the open boundary is crossed is shown in Figure 6.7.
A time and space varying velocity �eld has been used,

U(X;Y; t) = 2AU0t; (6.7.7)

V (X;Y; t) = 4V0(cX + d) cos(!t):
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Figure 6.6: The replacement of velocities in the bilinear interpolation for a particle approaching
the open boundary (shaded elements) for the (a) Arakawa A grid, and (b) Arakawa C grid. The
velocity values in the bilinear interpolation are shown for particle p, with u1 and v1 representing
the components of velocity within the particle gridbox. Approximations of open boundary
velocities are denoted by �.
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This has an exact trajectory given by

X(t) = AU0t
2 +X0; (6.7.8)

Y (t) = c�1
�
(cY0 + d) exp[4V0c!

�1sin(!t)]� d
�
;

where A = 10�5 and the particle was released at (30000; 25000)m, with other parameters as
before. The time step is 300 s. The velocity �eld is such that a particle is allowed to leave the
model through the open sea boundary to the north, and then return to the interior. The test
shows that the di�erences between trajectories when using each of the grid types at the open
boundary are minimal. For the two trajectories calculated, the mean errors obtained were, for
the Arakawa C and Arakawa A grids, 438:5m and 438:4m respectively. This indicates that
in the open boundary estimation there is no signi�cant di�erence between the two grid forms.
Each predicts the particle trajectory well, and the di�erence between the particles that have
crossed the open boundary and the unhindered particle is within reasonable bounds in both
cases.

6.8 Tidal Flat Wetting and Drying

The ted model, from which the velocity �eld of a region is obtained, has the facility to simulate
the covering and uncovering of tidal ats (see Section 2.5.7). These are regions which are
exposed at lower tides and covered at higher tides, and hence the movement of particles within
the vicinity of tidal ats will be a�ected by the changes in currents and the varying coastline
representation. The tracking algorithm includes a facility where the elevation with respect to
mean sea level (MSL) is obtained from the tidal model prediction. The elevation (�) at the
grid element containing a particular particle is then compared to the MSL depth (h) at that
element. If the elevation is below the level of the depth of the water, the sea oor is exposed.
When this happens, particles that are in this \dry" element are held in their position until it
becomes \wet" again. There are two cases that can be considered, namely if the sea oor is
above (h < 0) or below (h > 0) MSL. In both cases a section can be considered to be dry if the
total depth is \negative", that is

� + h < 0: (6.8.1)

Upon rearranging, it is found that the condition for a tidal at section to be dry is simply

� < �h: (6.8.2)

6.9 Comparison of Grid Types

From the testing conducted using the two grid types it seems that there is little di�erence in
the errors obtained. The Arakawa C grid gives a slightly better representation of the trajectory
near the coast but does not allow the option of grounding unless di�usion is present. Both
grid types estimate the trajectory of particles that cross the open boundary well, with virtually
identical errors obtained. The interior particle movement is identical for the two grid types.

The choice of grid can be made upon the basis of the problem at hand. If an accurate
representation near the coastal boundary is required, especially if barriers to the velocity ow
are included, then use of the Arakawa C grid with the particle tracking procedure is recom-
mended; however the centralised Arakawa A grid will give virtually identical results in most
circumstances.

Because of the minimal di�erence between the two methods, the Arakawa A grid is used for
all subsequent tracking due to its relative ease of use.
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6.10 Di�usion

The simulation of di�usion is based upon modi�cations of schemes presented by Easton et al.
(1996), Al-Rabeh and Gunay (1992) (later used by Lewis et al. (1996b)) and Prickett et al.
(1981). The original versions (with no x- and y- variation) of the �rst of these two have been
tested by Grzechnik and Noye (1998b), with dispersals found to be virtually identical. Purczel
and Teubner (1998) modi�ed these schemes and tested them for use with di�ering coe�cients of
di�usion in the x- and y- directions. Unfortunately, the authors misinterpreted several aspects
of the Lewis et al. (1996b) simulation, and obtained erroneous results for the test. Examples
of this are the use of normally distributed rather than uniformly distributed random numbers,
as well as incorrectly formulating the dispersal in the case where two directionally di�erent
coe�cients of di�usion are required. The corrected formulation is presented here, and tested
against the other methods mentioned.

6.10.1 Analytic solution

The analytic solution used is based upon that of Prickett et al. (1981), used by Purczel and
Teubner (1998) in testing for application to groundwater ows. The solution has been modi�ed
to test di�usion only, as advection has been discussed previously, and advection schemes of
all authors mentioned above are implemented identically. The parameters used reect those
occurring in tidal ows, in particular for Gulf St. Vincent, using the test grid described in
Section 6.7. The distribution of particles is given by

N(x; y; t) =
N0 2�x 2�y

4�t
p
DxDy

exp

 
�(x� 30000)2

4Dxt
� (y � 15000)2

4Dyt

!
; (6.10.1)

where

N0: is the initial number of particles released (5000),

Dx, Dy: are the coe�cients of di�usion (4 and 1m2 s�1 respectively).

The initial release of particles was from the position (30000, 15000) m, and they were released
for a total of 30 days. The concentration contours obtained using this analytic solution are
shown in Figure 6.8(a).

6.10.2 Easton, Steiner and Zhang

A modi�ed form of the technique of Easton et al. (1996) as presented by Purczel and Teubner
(1998) has the form

Xn+1
p = Xn

p + Un+1=2
p �t+GA

p

p
2Dx�t; (6.10.2)

Y n+1
p = Y n

p + V n+1=2
p �t+GB

p

q
2Dy�t:

Here GA
p and GB

p are independent random numbers from the standard Gaussian (normal) dis-
tribution, with mean 0 and variance 1.

The application of this method to the problem described in Section 6.10.1 is shown in
Figure 6.8(b).

6.10.3 Prickett, Naymic and Lonnquist

The scheme of Prickett et al. (1981) as presented by Purczel and Teubner (1998) is as follows.

Xn+1
p = Xn

p + (1 +Rx;p)U
n+1=2
p �t+Ry;pV

n+1=2
p �t; (6.10.3)

Y n+1
p = Y n

p + (1 +Rx;p)V
n+1=2
p �t�Ry;pU

n+1=2
p �t:
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Figure 6.8: The dispersal of particles released at (30000; 15000) m after 30 days using the indi-
cated di�usion schemes with Dx = 4m2 s�1, Dy = 1m2 s�1. Indicated concentration contours
show the number of particles within the region.

Here,

Rx;p = GA
p

q
2Dx=Dv;p; Ry;p = GB

p

q
2Dy=Dv;p; (6.10.4)

Dv;p = �t

q
(U

n+1=2
p )2 + (V

n+1=2
p )2: (6.10.5)

Purczel and Teubner (1998) tested this scheme using a constant unit velocity in the x-
direction. This causes the method to become identical to the Easton et al. (1996) scheme,
making its testing irrelevant in this case. For the consideration of di�usion alone the advective
velocity is set to zero. This causes a singularity in the calculation of Rx;p and Ry;p, so the test
cannot be applied.
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6.10.4 Lewis, Noye and Evans

The scheme of Lewis et al. (1996b), adapted from Al-Rabeh and Gunay (1992), di�ers from
those previously considered by utilising uniformly distributed random numbers in the range
[0; 1]. These are denoted in the following by JAp , J

B
p . The scheme presented by Purczel and

Teubner (1998) was awed in that it did not take into account the variation of the x- and y-
di�usion terms as Dx and Dy were merged into one constant term. The scheme has the form

Xn+1
p = Xn

p + Un+1=2
p �t+ d1;p cos �p; (6.10.6)

Y n+1
p = Y n

p + V n+1=2
p �t+ d2;p sin �p;

where �p = 2�JAp , d1;p =
p
3JBp

p
4Dx�t and d2;p =

p
3JBp

p
4Dy�t.

The results obtained by applying this method are shown in Figure 6.8(c).

6.10.5 Di�usion comparison

It is obvious from Figure 6.8 that the di�usion of particles obtained from the two schemes tested
is very good. Both schemes give accurate indications of spreading, with the analytic solution
well represented. The di�usive spread is independent of the grid type used. The Easton, Steiner
and Zhang scheme will be used in the following work.

6.11 Summary

A particle tracking procedure for use in coastal sea modelling has been developed for use with
the ted tide and storm surge model. This procedure has been extensively tested for advection,
di�usion and boundary behaviour. It is the aim of this procedure (and the associated com-
puter program) to simulate the movement of buoyant particles in the ocean, such as suspended
sediments, oil or pelagic larvae. Applications of the particle tracking routine are considered in
subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 7

Prawn Larvae Dispersal Modelling

in Gulf St. Vincent, South Australia

7.1 Introduction

The dispersal of western king prawn (Penaeus latisulcatus) larvae in Gulf St. Vincent is discussed
in this chapter. The underlying tidal and storm surge model, as described in Chapters 3 and 4,
is coupled with a wind �eld based upon observations for the times speci�ed to produce current
data for the region. Measured spawning concentrations are then applied as initial conditions,
with current �elds used to drive the particle tracking routine (as described in Chapter 6) and
simulate larval transport until settlement occurs.

Two time periods will be considered, for which spawning and settlement data are available.
Comparisons between meteorological and storm induced dispersion of particles and the e�ects
of larval life-stage behaviours will be conducted.

7.2 Prawn Biology

A relatively minor description of the biology of the western king prawn will be considered.
Some biological aspects are important in this work, but the emphasis is on modelling and the
associated techniques.

Penaeid prawn species have economical importance throughout the world, comprising most
of the total world catch of prawns, estimated at around 700,000 tonnes per year (Rothschild and
Brunenmeister, 1984). In Australia, �sheries exist for a number of penaeid species in Northern
Australia, New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia (Kangas, 1999).

Adult females spawn between October and March (King, 1977), and it has been demon-
strated by Carrick (1996) that there are two main spawning peaks in November-December and
February-March observed through studies in Spencer Gulf, South Australia.

Studies of female prawns from Gulf St. Vincent indicate that a single spawn can yield
between 80,000 and 600,000 eggs (Penn, 1980). Spawning may occur more than once in a
season, and adult prawns can live three to four years after recruiting onto the �shing ground.
This implies that adult prawns can contribute to egg production more than once (Kangas,
1999).

The western king prawn has a life cycle corresponding to that shown in Figure 7.1, where
spawning takes place o�shore and planktonic stages migrate inshore towards the end of larval
development. The three larval and postlarval stages involved in its development are illustrated.
After hatching, prawns develop through the larval stages, namely nauplius, protozoea, zoea
and mysis (Shokita, 1984). When the prawns become postlarvae, they are ready to settle.
Laboratory trials for the species have indicated a larval period of 8 days at 29.5�C (Shokita,
1984), while the estimate of a 2{4 week period at temperatures between 18�C and 25�C has
been made by Penn (1975). In Gulf St. Vincent, observations of postlarval settlement and the
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of a typical penaeid prawn life cycle. Note that the life stages considered
here are those from nauplius to postlarva, that is from o�shore to inshore.

timing of spawning suggest a larval period of 4{8 weeks. Kangas (1999) suggests that this may
be related to cooler water temperatures in the Gulf.

Western king prawn larval nurseries in the South Australian Gulf system are shown in
Figure 7.2. In Gulf St. Vincent the major nursery areas are the shallow water regions at the
northern tip and the area near to and north of Outer Harbor. Some of these nursery areas
coincide with the positions of mangroves. There are also signi�cant nurseries in the south,
adjacent to Backstairs Passage, on the north-eastern coast of Kangaroo Island.

7.3 Prawn Larvae Modelling and Vertical Migration

A number of methods of modelling prawn larvae dispersal have been considered by various
authors. Much of the work completed in the past has been based upon various methods of
solving the Advection-Di�usion-Mortality (ADM) equation, as opposed to the particle tracking
method applied here. All modelling considered incorporates at least two depth levels, as nu-
merous authors have found that depth-averaged modelling of larvae dispersal is not su�ciently
accurate (Noye et al., 1992; I'Anson, 1989; Wong, 1990). Of major concern is the simulation of
vertical migration within the model.

7.3.1 Nixon

The dispersal of P. latisulcatus larvae in Spencer Gulf, South Australia, was considered by Nixon
(1996), and Nixon and Noye (1999). The ted model, described in Chapter 2, was applied with
wind stress to produce near surface (5% of total depth from sea surface) and bottom (5%
from sea oor) currents in the region, after a comprehensive literature review. Dispersal was
simulated using the ADM equation, which was approximated using �nite-di�erence techniques.
Observations conducted by Penn (1975) and Rothlisberg (1982) for P. latisulcatus larvae, and
numerous others for di�erent penaeid species, were considered. It was decided that a simple diel
vertical migration wherein larvae exist near the sea oor during the day and near the sea surface
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Figure 7.2: Nursery areas in South Australia for P. latisulcatus juvenile prawns (from Zed 1980,
Figure 5). Positively sloped hatching indicates nursery areas (King 1976, Figures 2-1{2-4 and
3-2), and negative hatching shows the distribution of seagrasses (Shepherd and Sprigg 1976,
Figure 3). The 10m bathymetric contour is shown by a dotted line, while the distribution of
mangroves are shown as dotted shading (from Butler et al. 1975).

during the night, with rapid rising and falling at the approximate times of sunset (19:30 hr) and
sunrise (5:00 hr), respectively, could be assumed. Good results were obtained using this method.

7.3.2 Grzechnik and Noye

Grzechnik and Noye (1999) used the particle tracking technique described in Chapter 6 in Gulf
St. Vincent with the same vertical migration pattern as used by Nixon (1996). Sunrise and
sunset times were based upon observations. Model predictions were considered to be reasonable
at three out of four observation stations in the Gulf, with predictions in the far north of the
Gulf restricted by the shortcomings of the wind �eld.
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7.3.3 Rothlisberg

Through observation of the vertical migratory behaviour of Penaeus plebejus in south-east
Queensland, Australia, the suggestion was made that when the pressure change at the bottom
becomes a signi�cant fraction of the total pressure, postlarvae change from a diurnal vertical
migration pattern to a tidal vertical migration (Rothlisberg et al., 1995). The pressure change
generally corresponds to shallowing of water as postlarvae near the coastline. A relative pressure
threshold for behaviour change occurring at a critical depth was postulated.

The consideration of varying life stages was further investigated in a modelling exercise for
Penaeus esculentus in Albatross Bay, Australia. Larvae were assumed to reside near the sea
bed (20% of total depth above sea bed) during daylight and near the sea surface (20% below
surface) at night, with transit times at 6:00 and 18:00 hr. Larval behaviour for this species lasts
for a minimum of 8 days. After this time, if a larva is in a depth of water shallower than the
critical (or transition) depth, postlarval behaviour begins. Post-larvae reside on the sea bed,
una�ected by currents during a resting phase, and near the surface when active. The active
phase is triggered by the turn of the tide, from falling to rising. Four scenarios of postlarval
behaviour were modelled, with parameter values varied during testing. They also suggested
that accurate estimates of diel and tidal activity cycles, and the possible interaction between
them, should be measured for each species.

7.3.4 Conclusion

It seems that the vertical migrationary behaviour of P. latisulcatus is uncertain, with the larval
phase popularly considered to include diurnal movement from the surface to the bottom. It is
in the consideration of a postlarval phase that there is some conjecture. Kangas (1997) suggests
that there is some postlarval behavioural di�erences in this species in Gulf St. Vincent, and
that the scheme proposed by Rothlisberg et al. (1996) is relevant in this case.

For the work considered here, a comparison of the methods of Nixon (1996) and Rothlisberg
et al. (1996) is conducted for P. latisulcatus larvae in Gulf St. Vincent. A single life stage is
initially considered, where the prawns are simulated as always being in the larval state. For
comparison, a second life stage (postlarval) has been incorporated at a time considered to be
relevant for the species.

7.4 Spawning and Settlement

Two scenarios (in 1990 and 1991) have been chosen. Measurements of the spawning and settle-
ment of P. latisulcatus in Gulf St. Vincent were undertaken by Kangas (1997). Raw data will
not be included here, with a processed form which is more relevant to the modelling of prawn
larvae dispersal preferred.

7.4.1 Settlement

Data for the settlement of western king prawns in Gulf St. Vincent were obtained from Kangas
(1997) for 2 distinct sampling times in 1990 and 1991, and are summarised in Table 7.1. Shown is
the mean number of postlarval Penaeus latisulcatus per 100m trawl at nursery areas during the
settlement periods of interest. This number is also expressed as a percentage of the total number
that settle during each time period, as it is assumed that mortality rates vary more signi�cantly
between various time periods than between di�erent sites at the same time. Nursery areas
measured are Port Arthur, Port Clinton, Port Wake�eld and Ardrossan, each in the northern
part of the Gulf. These are marked in Figure 7.3. Also shown in this �gure are the positions of
points directly adjacent to the coastal boundary where concentrations of settling prawns will
be modelled in later sections.

Mortality of larvae is not considered here as there are no measurements of mortality rates
available for use during these times. This means that the absolute numbers of larvae within
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Run Settlement Date Station Mean Number Percentage Relative Amount

1. 12th March 1990 PA 102 70.8% High
PC 17 11.8% Low
PW 13 9.1% Low
A 12 8.3% Low

2. 21st January 1991 PA 102 54.8% Medium
PC 0 0.0% Zero
PW 83 44.6% Medium
A 1 0.6% Very Low

Table 7.1: The settlement observations for Gulf St. Vincent in 1990 and 1991. The stations
surveyed were Port Arthur (PA), Port Wake�eld (PW), Port Clinton (PC) and Ardrossan (A).
The percentage shown is the relative number of particles written as a percentage of the number
that settle during a particular time period.
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Figure 7.3: The locations of recorded nursery areas in northern Gulf St. Vincent and points
where prawn concentration is considered. Port Arthur (PA), Port Wake�eld (PW), Port Clinton
(PC) and Ardrossan (A) are regions where numbers of settling prawns have been recorded.
Modelled concentrations of settling prawn larvae adjacent to the coast will be considered at
points marked with a cross (�), which are numbered as shown.

nurseries should not be compared to the modelled numbers settled. Because of this, the relative
numbers of particles predicted to settle by the model will be compared to the relative numbers of
observed settled prawns. Variations in the sampling techniques applied mean that the spawning
and settlement data numbers cannot be used to estimate mortality.

7.4.2 Processing spawning data

The spawning data were obtained by trawls of 2 nautical miles in length, conducted at positions
throughout the Gulf and Investigator Strait. This was recorded as billions of eggs per nautical
mile. Trawls were conducted during 20/11/1989, 19/2/1990 and 11/11/1990. For each trawl
there was a density (�) of eggs counted. Simulations conducted here start 55 days prior to the
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date of �nal settlement, as outlined in the previous section. Spawning conditions must therefore
be determined for the starting dates of each simulation. In order to do this, it is assumed that
the prawn densities measured can be interpolated linearly in time between each survey (when
required), so that a larval density �eld may be obtained. The starting dates for each of the
scenarios run and the formulae used for determining the density �elds are shown in Table 7.2.

Run Start Date Formula

1. 15th January 1990 (�20=11=89 + 2�19=2=90)=3

2. 27th November 1990 �11=11=90

Table 7.2: The spawning dates and formulae used to determine spawning conditions for both
prawn larvae dispersal scenarios. The variable � refers to the density of larvae on a particular
trawl line at an indicated time.

The newly calculated density �eld applies over the area of the trawl and has been converted
to a number of particles. These are arranged over the trawl length with one particle representing
30 million eggs at spawning time. This results in di�erent totals of particles being used for each
spawning date, arranged in the Gulf as shown in Figure 7.4.
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A

(a) 15th January 1990

PW
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A

(b) 27th November 1990

Figure 7.4: Processed spawning data for January and November 1990 in Gulf St. Vincent.

7.5 Development of Surge Model and Current Data

For each of the two time periods considered, the near surface (5% of total depth from surface)
and near bottom (5% of total depth from sea oor) currents must be determined. As in
Chapter 4, meteorological (wind and pressure) �elds must be calculated and combined with
tides and external surges.

7.5.1 Wind and pressure �elds

During these time periods in 1990{1991 the collection of meteorological data in Gulf St. Vin-
cent was sparse. The most frequent recordings were taken at Adelaide Airport (three-hourly),
Cape Borda (three-hourly missing midnight) and Cape Willoughby (six-hourly), as shown in
Figure 4.2. This di�ers from the work considered by Grzechnik and Noye (1999), where data
from Edithburgh was used instead of that from Cape Borda. It has been found that use of the
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latter observations improves the extrapolation of winds in the upper Gulf, where there are no
available observations.

Linear interpolation in time was conducted to obtain three-hourly time series values of wind
and pressure. The surface �tting technique described in Chapter 4 was applied for wind and
pressure to determine regular meteorological �elds throughout the entire model domain. These
input �elds are temporally interpolated within the ted model to obtain wind and pressure
values at each gridpoint for every time step.

7.5.2 Comparison of elevation

Two di�erent methods of modelling velocity �elds have been considered for each time period.
Initially, the tidal model (as described in Chapter 3) was combined with the meteorological
e�ects of wind and pressure. A total of 55 days of hourly data were stored at each point in the
model domain. The tides were removed from the elevation at Outer Harbor, and the residuals
are plotted in Figures 7.5(a) and (b) for runs 1 and 2 respectively. As in Chapter 4, this method
does not simulate the sea level observed at Outer Harbor su�ciently.

The external surge was then determined using the method described in Section 4.2.4, where
the di�erence between observation and prediction at Outer Harbor was transferred to the model
open boundaries as the external surge.

The elevation at Outer Harbor using the overall residual storm e�ect, which consists of the
outside surge (with amplitude factor and time lead applied at open boundaries) and meteoro-
logical e�ects (as tides have been removed), is shown in Figures 7.5(c) and (d). The predictions
of elevation obtained using this method appear to be extremely accurate.

7.5.3 Consequences when applied to particle tracking

The e�ects of external surges upon elevation and currents in Gulf St. Vincent have been con-
sidered in Chapter 4. It was shown that the external surge has minimal inuence upon currents
but a large e�ect upon elevations throughout the model when compared with those of the tides
and the winds. Initially, one would expect that the e�ects of particle tracking would not be
inuenced signi�cantly by the inclusion of the surge, as the particles are advected by the cur-
rents. However, the inclusion of tidal at activity into the modelling of prawn larvae settlement
increases the inuence of elevation upon settlement. It can therefore be deemed important to
accurately measure elevation as well as velocity because of this factor.

7.6 The Particle Tracking Technique

General aspects of the particle tracking technique have been discussed in Chapter 6, however
the inclusion of biological factors inherent to the modelling of prawn larvae introduces the need
for further features that must be added for reasonable modelling. Many of the parameters used
here have been suggested by Kangas (1997) as relevant to the western king prawn in Gulf St.
Vincent, and others have been determined from numerical experimentation.

7.6.1 The surface{bottom algorithm

An algorithm has been developed to enable the tracking routine to simulate diurnal movement
between depth levels. An example of this is in the movement of western king prawn larvae
considered by Nixon and Noye (1999), where larvae are considered to be near the sea oor
during the day and near the surface at night.

The system enables time-dependent movement between any two depth levels. \Sunrise" and
\sunset" times for the �rst and �nal days of the simulation de�ne day and night to the particle
tracker. The particles can be at any speci�ed level during the period de�ned as the day, and
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Figure 7.5: The observed and predicted sea level residuals at Outer Harbor in 1990 (Run 1)
and 1991 (Run 2).
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at any level during the night. In the work considered here hourly velocity input data are used,
which means that when using the terminology of Section 6.5,

�T = 3600 s: (7.6.1)

The hourly values are interpolated in time to obtain an approximation for the velocity �eld at
every time step of the Lagrangian{Stochastic model. At sunrise, say, the velocity �eld from
one level will be assigned within the �T seconds immediately before sunrise, and at the other
level for the time �T later (after sunrise). The temporal interpolation is carried out as before,
simulating the rising or lowering of the particles in the water column.

The times used for sunrise and sunset di�er for each of the two runs considered. These were
obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology for Adelaide, and are shown in Table 7.3.

Run First Day Sunrise First Day Sunset Final Day Sunrise Final Day Sunset

1. 5:17 19:33 6:08 18:46

2. 4:56 19:10 5:24 19:30

Table 7.3: The sunrise and sunset times for each scenario of Prawn Larvae dispersion in Gulf
St. Vincent. These are given in Central Standard Time.

7.6.2 Pre-settlement duration

The pre-settlement duration time of prawn larvae in Gulf St. Vincent is around 6{8weeks
(Kangas, 1997, 1999). This means that it was assumed that larvae will settle in shallows after
this time, even in unfavourable conditions. To take this into account, particles that have been
released for more than 6weeks are allowed to settle if they run aground. Particles that run
aground prior to this have been permitted to reoat and move on.

7.6.3 Incorporation of life stages

Two scenarios for prawn life stages are considered here, based upon those proposed by Nixon
(1996) and Rothlisberg et al. (1996).

Single life stage: The larvae are assumed to follow the surface{bottom algorithm until they
become settled, hence larvae have only one behaviour pattern for their modelled life
history.

Dual life stage: The larvae follow the surface{bottom algorithm until they become postlarvae.
This is assumed to happen when the age of the larvae exceeds 20 days. After this time,
if the particle is in water below a threshold depth,

ht = 15m; (7.6.2)

then it will be considered to be near the surface during the �rst three hours after the ood
tide, and stationary near the bottom at other times.

The relative inuence of each of these scenarios upon larval settlement will be considered.

7.6.4 Boundary treatment

The development of boundary types for various aspects of particle tracking has been discussed
in Sections 6.7.3 and 6.7.4 for closed and open boundaries respectively.

For the modelling of the dispersal and settlement of western king prawns in Gulf St. Vincent
the \unimpeded ow type" coastal boundary has been used. In this case, a particle that is about
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to become beached will move parallel to the boundary according to the velocity component in
the direction of the coast. In addition to this, particles are assigned a 1% chance of becoming
removed from the model should they be beached on the coast for an hour. This allows particles
that are consistently running aground to settle early.

The open boundary is de�ned so that particles that cross the open boundary to the exterior
of the model are still inuenced by the interior velocity values, as described in Section 6.7.4.
Particles that are outside of the open boundary are assigned a 1% chance of being removed
permanently for every hour spent in this state. This is due to the approximation made in the
calculation of velocity for particles outside of the model domain. The more time a particle
spends outside of the model (and the greater the distance from the boundary), the less accurate
the simulation of the particle's trajectory will become.

In addition to the open and closed boundary conditions, tidal ats have an inuence upon
the movement of particles. This is most obvious in shallow regions near the north-eastern part
of the Gulf and at Troubridge Shoals, near Edithburgh. The drying of tidal ats causes particles
to remain stationary (see Section 6.8), which will cause variations in the trajectories of these
particles.

7.6.5 Di�usion

Various methods of di�usion calculation in a particle tracking simulation have been discussed
in Section 6.10. The modi�ed version of the Easton et al. (1996) method is used, with the
parameters

Dx = Dy = 10m2 s�1 (7.6.3)

applied. These correspond to the parameters used in Gulf St. Vincent by Grzechnik and Noye
(1999), where it was found that a reasonable spread of particles was obtained without allowing
di�usion to dominate.

7.7 Prawn Larvae Dispersal with the Single Life Stage

The single life stage method, where larvae are taken to be near the surface during the night
and near the bottom in the day until settlement (as described in Section 7.6.3), has been used
for larval dispersal for the two time periods. For each time period, the e�ects on settlement of
tidal currents combined with meteorological e�ects are compared to those obtained when the
external surge is added (referred to as the storm induced currents).

7.7.1 Run 1 { settlement in 1990

Time period 1 has particles representing larvae released from 15 January 1990. The �nal
settlement predicted after 8 weeks can be compared to that observed on 12 March 1990, where
70.8% of larvae were found at Port Arthur, 11.8% at Port Clinton, 9.0% at Port Wake�eld and
8.3% at Ardrossan. Two simulations of current conditions have been considered.

Tide and meteorological currents

The simulation of the movement of prawn larvae that display single life stage behaviour in
Gulf St. Vincent for time period 1 using currents derived from tides and meteorological e�ects is
shown in Figure 7.6. This includes the particle spread throughout the Gulf at 2 week intervals
and time series of particle concentrations at each of the four settlement stations.

After 2 weeks, as shown in Figure 7.6(a), there is only a small movement of particles from
the spawning ground, with the majority of particles still near the centre of the Gulf. There is
no settlement of particles at each of the four settlement points (see Figures 7.6(e){(h)).

Figure 7.6(b) shows the particle spread after 4 weeks. Signi�cant concentrations of particles
are seen at Port Arthur and Port Wake�eld at this time. Some particles have been transported
as far as Investigator Strait and Backstairs Passage by this time.
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Figure 7.6: The dispersal of particles and time series plots of particle density for spawning on
20 December 1989 (Run 1) at settlement stations for all times after 10 days. The single life
stage has been used and currents are from the tidal model with wind and pressure applied.
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Two weeks later (6 weeks after spawning) more particles appear near Ports Arthur and
Wake�eld (Figure 7.6(c)). A few particles are also present at Ardrossan and Port Clinton, but
not in signi�cant numbers. Some particles have crossed the Investigator Strait and Backstairs
Passage open boundaries, a proportion of which are still active at this time. The pre-settlement
duration time has been set to 6 weeks, so particles that reach the coast after this time will be
recruited to the nursery.

The �nal snapshot of particle concentration after 8 weeks is presented in Figure 7.6(d).
More particles have settled over the �nal two week period, particularly on the north-eastern
coast of the Gulf. The major concentrations of particles occur at the major nursery areas in
this part of the Gulf.

Figures 7.6(e){(h) show the time series of particle density at each of the four points where
settlement data are available. The most signi�cant settlement occurred at Port Arthur and
Port Wake�eld, with �nal concentrations of 7 and 9 particles respectively. No particles settled
at Port Clinton or Ardrossan.

Storm induced currents

The simulation of prawn larvae which exhibit single life stage behaviour in Gulf St. Vincent
for time period 1 using currents derived from tides, external surges and meteorological e�ects
is shown in Figure 7.7. The dispersal of particles is very similar to that obtained when external
surges are not included, which is expected due to the small e�ect that this factor was found to
have on currents within the region in Chapter 4.

Particle dispersal after 2, 4, 6 and 8 weeks is shown in Figures 7.7(a){(d). As for the non-
surge case, the concentrations of particles at Ports Arthur and Wake�eld are signi�cant. The
�nal settlement of particles shows the north-eastern coast from Port Arthur to Outer Harbor
covered with the majority of settling particles.

The time series plots of particle density, shown in Figures 7.7(e){(h), illustrate that there is
slightly less settlement at Port Arthur and Port Wake�eld than in the case where storm surge
e�ects are not included, with 4 and 7 particles settling respectively. As previously, no particles
settled at Port Clinton or Ardrossan.

7.7.2 Run 2 { settlement in 1991

Time period 2 has particles representing larvae released from 27 November 1990. The �nal
settlement predicted after 8 weeks can be compared to that observed on 21 January 1991, where
54.8% of larvae were found at Port Arthur, 0.0% at Port Clinton, 44.6% at Port Wake�eld and
0.6% at Ardrossan. Two simulations of current conditions have been considered.

Tide and meteorological currents

The simulation of prawns that exhibit single life stage behaviour during time period 2 with
currents derived from tides and meteorological e�ects is shown in Figure 7.8.

The dispersal of particles in the �rst 4 weeks shows that there are very few particles that
reach the four settlement observation points, with only two particles near Port Wake�eld at
this time (see Figures 7.8(a){(b)). The major grouping of particles appears to be in the tidal
at region to the south of Port Wake�eld.

After 6 weeks, in Figure 7.8(c), there are a few particles near Port Wake�eld but none at the
other stations. The majority of particles are in the region south of Port Wake�eld and north
of Outer Harbor. Additionally, very few particles cross the open boundary compared to those
in time period 1.

Final settlement concentrations after 8 weeks are shown in Figure 7.8(d). Port Wake�eld is
again the only settlement point with particle coverage. Beached particles are predominantly in
the tidal at region from Outer Harbor to Port Wake�eld.

The time series plots of particle settlement at each of the four settlement points are shown
in Figures 7.8(e){(h). There is no settlement of particles at Port Clinton and Ardrossan at any
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Figure 7.7: The dispersal of particles and time series plots of particle density for spawning on 20
December 1989 (Run 1) at settlement stations for all times after 10 days. The single life stage
has been used and currents are from the storm surge model with wind and pressure applied.
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Figure 7.8: The dispersal of particles and time series plots of particle density for spawning on
15 January 1990 (Run 2) at settlement stations for all times after 10 days. The single life stage
has been used and currents are from the tidal model with wind and pressure applied.
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time of the simulation, and Port Arthur has only a single particle between 40 and 50 days, but
there are no particles that settle after 8 weeks. At Port Wake�eld there is a �nal concentration
of 1 particle, and a maximum value of 5 particles is reached between 40 and 45 days.

Storm induced currents

The simulation of the transport of prawn larvae that exhibit single life stage behaviour during
time period 2 with currents derived from tides, external surges and meteorological e�ects (the
storm) is shown in Figure 7.9.

As for time period 1, the dispersal and settlement of particles for this case is similar to when
tides, wind and pressure e�ects only are used. Over the 8 week simulation it is obvious that the
only station which is inundated with particles is Port Wake�eld, with particles generally absent
from the other three. The �nal settlement, shown in Figure 7.9(d), illustrates that particles
mainly settle on the eastern coast between Outer Harbor and the head of the Gulf (north of
Port Wake�eld).

Figures 7.9(e){(h) show time series plots of particle concentrations at each of the four
stations. As in the case when external surges were not included, there is no settlement of
particles at Port Arthur, Port Clinton or Ardrossan. At Port Wake�eld there is increased
settlement, with a �nal concentration of 5 particles predicted.

7.8 Prawn Larvae Dispersion with Dual Life Stages

The dual life stage behaviour model, where prawns are taken to be near the surface during the
night and the bottom in the day whilst in the larval stage, and behave di�erently when they
become postlarvae (as described in Section 7.6.3), has been used for larval dispersal for the two
time periods. For each time period, the e�ects upon settlement of tidal currents combined with
meteorological e�ects are compared to those obtained when the external surge is added (the
storm induced currents).

7.8.1 Run 1 { settlement in 1990

Tide and meteorological currents

The simulation of prawn dispersal with the application of dual life stage behaviour and cur-
rents derived from tides and meteorological e�ects during time period 1 is shown in Figure 7.10.

The particles behave identically to those for the single life stage for the �rst 20 days, and
there are some slight di�erences after 4 weeks (see Figure 7.10(b)). At this time there are
particles at the three northern settlement stations.

The dispersal of particles after 6 weeks in Figure 7.10(c) is very di�erent to that of the single
life stage, with many of the particles transported close to the coastal boundary, particularly in
the northern part of the Gulf. There are particles inside the Port River Estuary on the eastern
coast north of Outer Harbor, and very few particles have left the model via the open boundary.

The �nal settlement after 8 weeks shows large numbers of particles at Port Arthur and Port
Wake�eld, with smaller numbers at Port Clinton and Ardrossan (see Figure 7.10(d)). There
are some particles that have settled near the Outer Harbor region.

The time series of particle concentration at each of the four stations show remarkable di�er-
ences to that obtained when single life stage behaviour is applied. In each case, the concentration
of particles is signi�cantly higher than that obtained previously. After 55 days there were 36
particles at Port Arthur, 13 at Port Wake�eld, 2 at Port Clinton and 2 at Ardrossan.

Storm induced currents

The storm driven dispersal of particles which exhibit dual life stage behaviour for time
period 1 is shown in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.9: The dispersal of particles and time series plots of particle density for spawning on
15 January 1990 (Run 2) at settlement stations for all times after 10 days. The single life stage
has been used and currents are from the storm surge model with wind and pressure applied.
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Figure 7.10: The dispersal of particles and time series plots of particle density for spawning
on 20 December 1989 (Run 1) at settlement stations for all times after 10 days. The dual life
stages have been used and currents are from the tidal model with wind and pressure applied.
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Figure 7.11: The dispersal of particles and time series plots of particle density for spawning on
20 December 1989 (Run 1) at settlement stations for all times after 10 days. The dual life stage
has been used and currents are from the storm surge model with wind and pressure applied.
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As expected, the dispersal of particles does not di�er signi�cantly to that when considering
tides and meteorological e�ects only. After 8 weeks high concentrations of particles are seen in
the north and north-eastern parts of the Gulf, with some settlement in the Port River Estuary
region (see Figure 7.11(d)).

The time series plots of particle density follow a similar pattern to those previously described
where external surges are not included, with 39 particles at Port Arthur, 9 at Port Wake�eld,
3 at Port Clinton, and 0 at Ardrossan.

7.8.2 Run 2 { settlement 1991

Tide and meteorological currents

The dual life stage scenario for western king prawn larvae is combined with tidal and mete-
orological currents and applied to time period 2 in Figure 7.12.

Signi�cantly larger numbers of particles are dispersed close to the coast after 6 and 8 weeks
than when the single life stage was considered, as shown in Figures 7.12(c) and (d). There are
high concentrations of particles at Port Arthur and Port Wake�eld, with signi�cant settlement
in the region bounded by the head of the Gulf and the Port River Estuary. Almost all of the
particles have settled, with only 2 that leave the model via the open boundary.

The time series plots show signi�cant settlement of particles at Port Arthur (16 particles)
and Port Wake�eld (5 particles). There is a single particle at Ardrossan, and zero at Port
Clinton after 55 days. Once again these are higher amounts than the densities obtained when
the single life stage was applied.

Storm induced currents

Time period 2 is considered for prawn larvae with dual life stage behaviour and currents
obtained from tides, storm surges and meteorological e�ects in Figure 7.13.

Once again the similarity of currents when external surges are excluded to those when they
are included is obvious, as the dispersal of particles does not di�er signi�cantly between the two
velocity types. After 8 weeks (Figure 7.13(d)) the major settlement of particles occurs on the
north-eastern coast from Port Arthur to the Port River Estuary (within which there appear to
be quite a few particles settling). This is where the major nurseries in the Gulf are known to
reside. A few particles (5) have left the model via the Backstairs Passage open boundary, but
most of the particles have settled at this time.

Figures 7.13(e){(h) show that there are 17 particles that settle at Port Arthur and 12 at
Port Wake�eld. No particles settle at Port Clinton or Ardrossan for this scenario.

7.9 Boundary Settlement

In order to determine the predicted positions of settlement areas, the concentration of particles
at the boundaries in the northern part of Gulf St. Vincent is considered. Various points around
the boundary have been assigned numerical values ranging from 1 to 100, as illustrated in
Figure 7.3. It is obvious that Ardrossan is assigned point 11, Port Clinton 24, Port Arthur 28
and Port Wake�eld 35. Additionally, Outer Harbor is at point number 91. For each scenario
considered in the previous section for the settlement of prawn larvae in the Gulf, a plot of
boundary concentration has been produced, each of which is shown in Figure 7.14.

Settlement during time period 1 is illustrated in Figures 7.14(a){(d). It is obvious that
minimal di�erences in settlement are obtained using the tide, wind and pressure induced cur-
rents compared to those from the complete storm. For the single life stage there are peaks of
approximately 20 particles at boundary points 28{35. This corresponds to Port Arthur and
Port Wake�eld and the area between them. There is also a peak of particles at boundary points
41{45, which corresponds to mangrove regions south of Port Wake�eld. Smaller peaks are seen
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Figure 7.12: The dispersal of particles and time series plots of particle density for spawning on
15 January 1990 (Run 2) at settlement stations for all times after 10 days. The dual life stages
have been used and currents are from the tidal model with wind and pressure applied.
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Figure 7.13: The dispersal of particles and time series plots of particle density for spawning on
15 January 1990 (Run 2) at settlement stations for all times after 10 days. The dual life stage
has been used and currents are from the storm surge model with wind and pressure applied.
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Figure 7.14: The dispersal of particles near the northern Gulf St Vincent closed boundary at
the settlement time for runs 1 and 2. Note that Ardrossan is point 11, Port Clinton 24, Port
Arthur 28 and Port Wake�eld 35.

further south, in the region to the north of the Port River (in points 60{70). When dual life
stage behaviour is considered during time period 1, the dominant settlement occurs centred
about point 30, with 75{80 particles settling at this point. The most signi�cant settlement
occurs at points 28{31, which includes Port Arthur. There is also signi�cant settlement at Port
Wake�eld (point 35), and another peak of 20{25 particles between points 41{45 to the south,
as shown using the single life stage. There are few particles at Outer Harbor or in the Port
River during these simulations of time period 1.

The second time period (settlement in 1991) is considered in Figures 7.14(e){(h). Again
there are no major di�erences between the settlement obtained using the two di�erent formu-
lations of currents. When the single life stage is considered, there appears to be a little more
settlement in the far north of the Gulf (points 30{36) when the storm currents are used. This
seems to have come from points 42{46, where there is more settlement in the case of tidal and
meteorologically induced currents. Major settlement appears to occur at points in the ranges
30{36 (Port Wake�eld), 42{46, 50, 58{62, 63{70, 72{75 (all tidal at and mangrove regions).
There are a small number of particles in the Outer Harbor and Port River regions. Increased
settlement is seen for both input current types when the dual life stage is considered. The
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major settlement occurs at points 28{38 (Ports Arthur and Wake�eld), 40{47, 57{62, 65{70 (all
mangrove and mudat regions) and 82{87 (Port River Estuary).

In many cases crevices in the coastline shape have contributed to increased settlement of
particles. In all scenarios the settlement of particles is dramatically increased when dual life
stage behaviour is incorporated.

7.10 Discussion

The dispersal of particles and settlement near the boundaries shows that the inclusion of dual
life stage behaviour is a much more e�cient way to ensure that modelled prawn larvae in Gulf St.
Vincent settle in nursery regions. A further comparison of the relative numbers of particles that
settle at Port Arthur, Port Clinton, Port Wake�eld and Ardrossan compared to observations
made in these regions can also be considered. In the modelling of western king prawn larval
transport conducted here, the relative mortality of prawn larvae has not been incorporated.
Because of this, the number of particles that settle at a station for a particular application of
the particle tracking model are calculated as a percentage of the total number that settle at
the four stations for that particular model run. A summary of these calculated percentages for
each station and for each of the eight scenarios previously considered is shown in Table 7.4.
Also shown here is the combined total number of particles for the four stations shown.

Run Station Obs Pred Pred Pred Pred
S, W+P S, St D, W+P D, St

1. PA 70.8% 43.8% 36.4% 67.9% 76.5%
PC 11.8% 0.0% 0.0% 3.8% 5.9%
PW 9.1% 56.2% 63.6% 24.5% 17.6%
A 8.3% 0.0% 0.0% 3.8% 0.0%

Total: { 16 11 53 51

2. PA 54.8% 0.0% 0.0% 69.6% 58.6%
PC 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
PW 44.6% 100.0% 100.0% 21.7% 41.4%
A 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 8.7% 0.0%

Total: { 1 5 23 29

Table 7.4: The modelled settlement of prawn larvae for Gulf St. Vincent in 1990 (Run 1) and
1991 (Run 2). The stations surveyed were Port Arthur (PA), Port Wake�eld (PW), Port Clinton
(PC) and Ardrossan (A). The percentage shown is the relative number of particles written as a
percentage of the number that settle at the four stations during each simulation, which is also
shown. Note that \S" represents single life stage, \D" dual life stage, \W+P" currents from
tide and meteorological e�ects, and \St" the storm induced currents.

When time period 1 is considered, it is immediately obvious that the measured settlement
is dominated by the amounts at Port Arthur (70.8%). This dominance is not reected in the
predictions using the single life stage, with the greatest settling amounts at Port Wake�eld.
There is no predicted settlement at Port Clinton or Ardrossan, which were observed to have
similar settlement to that at Port Wake�eld (all in the range 8{12%). The incorporation of
dual life stage behaviour gives distributions of particles which reect the observations with more
accuracy. Di�erences between the two formulations of velocity used are not signi�cant, but tidal
at activity can inuence the settling of particles. The storm induced currents have increased
settlement at Port Arthur, which in turn has decreased the amount at Port Wake�eld. This is
in agreement with the observed values at this time. Settlement only occurs at Ardrossan when
the tide and meteorological currents are used in conjunction with dual life stage behaviour.
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Predictions at the settlement stations for the second time period are poor when the single
life stage is applied. Very few particles settle, Port Wake�eld being the only station to register
particles, when it was measured that approximately half settled at Port Arthur. More particles
settle when storm induced currents are used. It should be noted however that the boundary
settlement of Section 7.9 showed that there were particles two gridpoints to the east of Port
Arthur. Predictions are improved considerably when dual life stage behaviour is incorporated.
A further re�nement has been obtained when the storm induced currents are used, with the
percentages observed and predicted at Port Arthur (54.8% and 58.6% respectively) and Port
Wake�eld (44.6% and 41.4%) matching extremely well. No particles are predicted to settle
at Port Clinton or Ardrossan, which is in agreement with observations at the former, and
acceptable at the latter (observed to have 0.6% settlement).

Overall it appears that incorporation of the dual life stage is a more accurate way of sim-
ulating the dispersal of western king prawn larvae in Gulf St. Vincent when compared to the
single life stage. It is apparent that 3{5 times the number of particles settle in the dual case as
opposed to the single. As well as this, there appears to be a much more accurate distribution
of particles when compared to measurements within the region. This is slightly improved by
the inclusion of external surges in the computation of currents and elevations.

It is also worth noting that the total number of particles that settle in run 1 is greater than
that during run 2, which is at odds with the totals shown in Table 7.1. This can be attributed
to varying mortality rates, which have not been included in the modelling considered. Seasonal
factors can inuence mortality, and that in turn has an e�ect upon settlement numbers. It has
been assumed that the settling prawns throughout the Gulf during a particular time period are
equally a�ected by mortality, and so the relative numbers at each observation station for that
time period should remain una�ected.

7.11 Conclusions

The tidal and storm surge model of Gulf St. Vincent has been used in conjunction with a
Lagrangian{Stochastic particle tracking routine to simulate the dispersal of Penaeus latisulcatus

in Gulf St. Vincent, South Australia. Simulations have been conducted for two time periods,
in 1990 and 1991. The currents obtained from tidal and meteorological e�ects were used with
and without external surges to compare their inuence upon larval settlement.

A number of factors that are relevant to the modelling of prawn larvae have been incorpo-
rated. These include a spawning condition based upon observations, a pre-settlement duration
time, and the consideration of tidal at wetting and drying. The life cycle of the prawn was
taken into account in the inclusion of both single (larval behaviour) and dual (larval and post-
larval behaviour) life stage scenarios.

The incorporation of these factors into prawn larvae modelling and the comparison with
observed settlement data at the relevant times at four stations in northern Gulf St. Vincent
was conducted. It was found that the inclusion of dual life stage behaviour increased larval
settlement numbers dramatically when compared to the single life stage. The former also
better agrees with the proportions of settled larvae observed in �eld trials. Additionally, it
was found that the inclusion of the external surge in the formulation of the driving currents
does slightly improve the dispersal of larvae when compared to observations. This was mainly
attributed to improved sea level prediction and subsequent tidal at interactions. However, if
sea level data are unavailable, a good estimate of larval dispersal can still be obtained by using
tides at the open sea boundaries, meteorological e�ects at the sea surface, and the dual life
stage scenario for the modelling of western king prawn.
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Chapter 8

Suspended Particle Dispersion in

Boston Bay, South Australia

8.1 Introduction

Boston Bay is located in the south-western part of Spencer Gulf, South Australia, adjacent
to the town of Port Lincoln (see Figure 8.1). It is a shallow bay which has two entrances to
Spencer Gulf, separated by Boston Island (see Figure 8.2).

Boston Bay is the site of a multi-million dollar southern blue�n tuna farming industry. In
1991{1992 tuna seacage operations were established in Boston Bay as a direct result of imposed
catch limits and reduced quotas in the open sea �shery. The juvenile tuna are captured in
the seas o� southern Australia and transported to and reared in large cylindrical cages. These
can be up to 40m diameter (Bond, 1993) and are kept in a depth of around 15m of water
approximately 5m from the sea oor.

In this chapter, the construction of a tidal model within Boston Bay is described. A storm
surge model of the region has subsequently been developed, and comparison with sea level and
current records has been conducted. Simulation of the sea levels and currents of a 1996 storm
and their e�ects upon the movement of �ne organic sediment within the Bay is also investigated.
Much of this work has been published by Noye et al. (1998a, 1999a), and all times are given in
Central Standard Time (CST), unless otherwise indicated.

8.2 Biology of Southern Blue�n Tuna

Southern blue�n tuna (Thunnas maccoyii) live for approximately 40 years, reaching sexual
maturity between nine and eleven years of age. A mature �sh can grow up to a length of 2m,
with a weight of 200 kg. Most of the �sh caught o� of the coast of South Australia are juveniles,
approximately 1.2m long with weights ranging between 15 and 30 kg.

The species have a blackish-blue upper body and silver-white lower sides and belly, with a
distinctive yellow patch located about halfway along the stomach. The anal �n and �nlets are
yellow, edged with black. Pectoral �ns are about one quarter to one �fth of the length of the
body, which is moderately short.

Southern blue�n eat mainly squid and octopi, crustaceans and smaller �sh, such as pilchards.
They may be preyed upon by sharks, larger �sh (for example, other tuna species), sea birds,
seals and killer whales at various stages of their life cycle.

These tuna can be found in southern hemisphere oceans, between 30�S and 50�S. Spawning
occurs in the warm waters of the Indian Ocean (SW of Java) from September to March. Young
�sh travel south and then east around the Great Australian Bight to the South Paci�c Ocean.
They tend to stay in relatively shallow coastal or shelf waters. Dispersal into the Southern,
South Atlantic and Indian Oceans occurs once the tuna have matured su�ciently. Immature
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Figure 8.1: The location of Boston Bay, South Australia, in the south-western corner of Spencer
Gulf. Port Lincoln is adjacent to the Bay.

tuna are found o� the coast of South Australia, especially in the months of March to October
when �sh pass on their way from their spawning regions.

8.3 The Boston Bay Model

The ted model (described in Chapter 2) has been used for the simulation of tidal and storm
surge ows in the Boston Bay region. Figure 8.2 shows a plan view of the model, the digitised
coastline, the open boundary connecting the region to the open sea and the Indian Spring Low
Water (ISLW) bathymetry in metres (m). Incorporated are Spalding Cove, Boston Bay, Proper
Bay and waters of Spencer Gulf up to 5 km east of Boston Island.

The region is discretised using a grid of square elements of size

2�x = 2�y = 500m; (8.3.1)

which results in a grid with 50 rows and 40 columns. There are 882 elements at which compu-
tations of sea level height and currents are made and 33 open boundary elements which connect
the model to Spencer Gulf. The depth with respect to ISLW at the elevation point of each of
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Figure 8.2: The bathymetry (m below ISLW) of the Boston Bay model region. The open
boundary is represented by the dashed line, with the waters of Spencer Gulf to the east of the
model. The position of the Port Lincoln jetty tide recorder is marked with `�'.

these elements was obtained by visual interpolation of the data given on the Royal Australian
Survey Corps hydrographic map Aus 134. The mean sea level (MSL) depth �eld was determined
by adding the amplitudes for the four major tide height constituents O1, K1, M2 and S2 at Port
Lincoln, which totalled 0:9m, to the ISLW depths. The computational time step �t to be used
in this model was calculated using a modi�ed form of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition
(see Section 2.7.3). If maximum depth is hmax = 20:1m, the gridspacing used requires

�t � 25 s; (8.3.2)

so a conservative estimate of time step

�t = 20 s (8.3.3)

was chosen. This has proven to be a stable choice in practise. Due to a lack of available data,
the parameters

� = 0:0000014m2s�1; (8.3.4)

� = 0:015; (8.3.5)

have been set for the initial modelling of tides. Calibration for tides was carried out by varying
the open boundary data set.

8.4 Modelling Tides in Boston Bay

An emphasis is not given to tidal modelling in this chapter, but for completeness some details
of the tidal model will be presented. Further details and analysis can be found in Noye et al.
(1998a).

It was desired to simulate the tidal currents in Boston Bay produced by the four major tidal
components O1, K1, M2 and S2. To achieve this, amplitudes and phases for these components
were required as input on the open boundary. Because the tidal constants for sea levels along
the open boundary were not known, several procedures were tried to determine a set of suitable
values. They included:
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(a) obtaining amplitudes and phases of the tide-height constituents from the Nixon and Noye
(1996a) tidal model of Spencer Gulf with a 5715m grid spacing and interpolating these
bilinearly onto the open boundary;

(b) using the spatially varying values of (a) along the north-south section of the open boundary
with constant values along the east-west section;

(c) using spatially constant values of amplitudes and phases everywhere on the on the bound-
ary.

In each case, after initial transients had died out, the model was run for 29 days, and computed
hourly tide heights at Port Lincoln jetty (PLJ) were analysed (see Section 2.6) to determine the
modelled amplitudes and phases for each tide height constituent at that point. The di�erence
between the modelled amplitudes and phases and those obtained from the National Tidal Fa-
cility (Davill, 1996) was then used to adjust the open boundary data so that better agreement
could be obtained at Port Lincoln jetty. A very small complex error measure (see Section 2.6.2)
was obtained in each case, and computed currents were found to be almost identical in the
main part of the model. However, only in (c) were realistic currents obtained near the open
boundary. In both (a) and (b) unrealistic opposite current directions were found at places less
than 2 km apart.

The open boundary values were found as follows, using method (c). Firstly the tidal con-
stants everywhere along the open boundary were set to be the same as those given for Port
Lincoln by Davill (1996). These are listed in the �rst line of Table 8.1. The model was then run
for 29 days and the tidal constants produced via analysis shown in the second line of Table 8.1
were obtained. These had an average complex error of 0.00037m. The boundary data was then
adjusted to give the values in the third line of the table and the procedure repeated, giving
modelled constants for PLJ as shown in the fourth line. The average complex error using the
adjusted boundary data was less than 0:0002m.

O1 K1 M2 S2
amp. phase amp. phase amp. phase amp. phase

From PLJ records 0.1671 0.87 0.2401 27.38 0.2406 32.44 0.2620 85.47

From �rst model run 0.1677 1.19 0.2409 27.76 0.2457 33.02 0.2677 85.95

Adjusted bdy data 0.1665 0.55 0.2393 27.00 0.2355 31.86 0.2663 84.99

From second model run 0.1671 0.88 0.2401 27.37 0.2405 32.42 0.2618 85.48

Table 8.1: Recorded and modelled tide height amplitudes (m) and phases (� CST) for the four
major tidal constituents at Port Lincoln jetty (PLJ).

Noye et al. (1998a) showed that the tidal currents 2m below the surface and 2m above the
sea oor are very similar, with almost identical strengths and features observed. Some eddys at
the turn of the tide were found to be stronger at the surface than they were near the bottom.
Noye et al. (1998b) investigated the e�ects of winds on the currents in Boston Bay. It was found
that strong winds can dominate the tidal currents, even during spring tides. Currents due to
tide alone generally had the same direction near the sea surface and near the sea oor, however
strong winds produced surface ows in their direction with a signi�cant counter current near
the sea oor if the body of water is enclosed at the ends relative to wind direction. Jets in the
direction of the prevailing wind were also observed at all depth levels in shallow areas near the
coast.
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8.5 Determining Vertical Eddy Viscosity Parameters for Storm

Surge Modelling

The vertical eddy viscosity parameters, as de�ned in Section 2.2.1, were given idealised values
in the determination of the tidal model ows, namely

� = 0:0000014m2s�1; (8.5.1)

� = 0:015: (8.5.2)

In order to more accurately determine their values in the case of storm surge ows in Boston
Bay, a comparison with current meter data was applied. Currents have been obtained at three
di�erent sites around the Bay, labelled as PL1, PL2 and PL3. The locations of these recording
sites are shown in Figure 8.3.

PL1
PL2

PL3

Figure 8.3: The locations of current meters PL1, PL2 and PL3 within the Boston Bay model
region for August 1992.

Quarter-hourly current meter data within Boston Bay were available from 10/8/1992 to
16/9/1992 (Petrusevics, 1998). Currents were obtained at a level of 6m above the sea oor.
Wind speed and direction was provided by the Bureau of Meteorology at half-hourly intervals
from Port Lincoln Airport, and was applied over the entire model region (Brooks, 1998). The
open boundary sea level was estimated by inputting the (hourly) Port Lincoln jetty observations
made at this time at all points along the open boundary, obtained from the National Tidal
Facility (Davill, 1998). Sea levels calculated at Port Lincoln were then compared to observations,
and a good match was obtained. This method is further discussed in Section 8.6.2.

Due to di�culties in estimating and measuring currents, it was decided that a graphical
comparison of observed and predicted currents would more reasonably reect changes in fric-
tion parameters. A time series of two days of half-hourly vectors (16/8/1992 and 17/8/1992)
representing observed and various predicted current velocities is shown in Figures 8.4{8.5.

The variation of three parameters was considered, namely the coe�cients of vertical eddy
viscosity, � (m2 s�1) and � (dimensionless), and the coe�cient of horizontal eddy viscosity, a
(initially given the value 0:0055 s�1). Changes in the parameter a in the range

0:0025 s�1 � a � 0:0085 s�1; (8.5.3)
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(a) Observation

(b) � = 0:015

(c) � = 0:0065

(d) � = 0:004
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Figure 8.4: The currents caused by tide, surge and wind conditions at location PL1. Shown are
(a) the observed currents, and the predicted currents with (b) � = 0:015, (c) � = 0:0065, and
(d) � = 0:004 (all dimensionless).
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(a) Observation

(b) � = 0:015

(c) � = 0:0065

(d) � = 0:004
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Figure 8.5: The currents caused by tide, surge and wind conditions at location PL2. Shown are
(a) the observed currents, and the predicted currents with (b) � = 0:015, (c) � = 0:0065, and
(d) � = 0:004 (all dimensionless).
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(a) Observation

(b) � = 0:015

(c) � = 0:0065

(d) � = 0:004
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Figure 8.6: The currents caused by tide, surge and wind conditions at location PL3. Shown are
(a) the observed currents, and the predicted currents with (b) � = 0:015, (c) � = 0:0065, and
(d) � = 0:004 (all dimensionless).
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were found to have some small but non-general e�ects on the magnitudes of current vectors,
and negligible e�ects upon directions. Variation of parameter � from

0:0000014m2 s�1 � � � 0:0001m2 s�1 (8.5.4)

also showed minimal changes, but an increase in � seemed to slightly damp the signal. Variation
of � was found to be responsible for the most signi�cant changes in the velocity pro�le. Because
of the less signi�cant e�ects of these parameters, they were kept constant, at

� = 0:0000014m2s�1; (8.5.5)

a = 0:0055 s�1: (8.5.6)

The optimisation of the model via variation of � was then considered. In order to investigate
these e�ects, time series of current vectors for various parameter values were compared to the
observations at each station. At PL1, shown in Figure 8.4, the observed current displays
a strong (5{6 cm s�1) predominantly southward direction for the �rst 24 hours, and a weak
(� 0:5 cm s�1) tidal oscillation for the latter 24 hours. In the predictions, when � = 0:015,
the direction of the currents is mainly southward on 16/8/1992. The strength of the currents
is approximately half that observed. For 17/8/1992 the tidal oscillation observed has been
predicted, however southward currents are 2{3 times the magnitude of the (extremely small)
observations. Reductions in friction parameter � (to 0.0065 and 0.004) appear to improve the
predicted strength of currents on 16/8/1992, but the directions of some vectors at the end of
this day and the beginning of 17/8/1992 seem to be signi�cantly di�erent to those observed.
Current predictions during the second half of 17/8/1992 appear to be much stronger than those
observed, and in some cases in opposite directions.

Observations at PL2 (Figure 8.5) show domination of tidal oscillations, with maximum
velocities to the south-west of the order of 6{7 cm s�1, and those to the north-east around 3{
4 cm s�1. Predictions recreate this tidal oscillation. When � = 0:015, currents to the north are
of a similar strength to observations, but those to the south are around 4{5 cm s�1, which is
less than that observed. Decreasing � to 0.0065 and 0.004 increases some current vectors and
decreases others. When � is set at 0.004, the southward currents appear to be well predicted in
direction and strength, but the northward currents are not predicted as well as when � = 0:015.

For PL3 the magnitude of currents is greater than at the other two stations (see Figure 8.6).
Currents reach magnitudes of 10 cm s�1, with typical values in the range of 7{8 cm s�1. The
tidal oscillation is obvious, particularly during the second day of records. On the �rst day
the currents are slightly stronger and have a less obvious pattern. Current predictions at
PL3 when � = 0:015 are lower in strength than observations. This is particularly noticeable
for predictions on 16/8/1992, and for the southward predictions on 17/8/1992. In some cases
maximum predictions are half the strength of maximum observations. Surprisingly, there is very
little di�erence when � is reduced to 0.0065, with slight increases in current strength. When
� = 0:004, the southerly current strength is much more accurately predicted. The northerly
currents, however, particularly towards the end of 16/8/1992, are not predicted as well as in
the case when � = 0:015.

Overall, when current speed and direction are considered at all 3 stations for 16/8/1992 and
17/8/1992 it appears that if the emphasis is placed upon current directions, then � = 0:015
should be chosen. If the magnitude of currents is considered the most important, then � = 0:004
should be chosen. Taking this into consideration, and for consistency with the predictions of
the tidal model, the parameters used for storm surge modelling were:

� = 0:0000014m2s�1; (8.5.7)

� = 0:015; (8.5.8)

a = 0:0055 s�1: (8.5.9)
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8.6 The Disaster of April 1996

On Tuesday 16 April 1996, the South Australian Government was noti�ed that, from 13 April 1996,
abnormal mortalities of southern blue�n tuna had occurred in the tuna research farm and com-
mercial tuna farms in Boston Bay. Excessive mortalities continued over the next two to three
weeks, with an estimated 1700 tonnes of tuna, three-quarters of the stock in the farms, dying
during this period (Clarke, 1996).

As a result of this disaster, a working group commissioned by the South Australian Gov-
ernment was formed to investigate and report on the causes of these mortalities. Based on an
assessment of data and information collected on meteorological and oceanographic conditions,
water quality, water chemistry, micro algae, mussel toxicology, �sh pathology and microbiology,
potential causes such as micro algae were eliminated (Clarke, 1996).

The most probable cause of the abnormal mortalities was an unusual meteorological event
on 11{12 April 1996, when a storm associated with the remnants of tropical cyclone OLIVIA
travelled east-southeast across the Great Australian Bight (as simulated in Chapter 5) and
passed over Port Lincoln, producing strong winds from the north-east for approximately 12 hours
(see Figure 8.7(a)).

These strong winds persisted over the long fetch of water in the north-easterly direction along
the axis of Spencer Gulf (approximately 350 km) producing wind waves of su�cient energy
to lift �ne almost neutrally buoyant organic sediments o� the sea oor and into suspension
(Petrusevics, 1996; Walker, 1996). These sediments were thought to have coated the gills of the
�sh, causing trauma and death from su�ocation within 3{5 days. It is notable that a storm of
equivalent severity also occurred at Port Lincoln on 15{19 October 1995 but this did not result
in abnormal tuna mortalities. The winds that persisted during this event were predominantly
from the north-west (see Figure 8.7(b)). The fetch of water is very short in this direction, so
that wind waves produced did not have su�cient energy to disturb the bottom sediments in
the Bay.

8.6.1 The tuna mortalities

Data on the tuna mortalities was obtained for the period 13{30 April 1996, from the Tuna
Boat Owners Association of Australia (TBOAA, 1997). Throughout this time there were often
lengthy periods where it appeared that no deaths had occurred, followed by a large number of
deaths recorded on one particular day. This was found to be due to the irregular frequency of
mortality counts, where no deaths were registered for several days followed by a sudden large
increase in the number of deaths recorded. In such cases, the increment was spread uniformly
over the previous days of no recorded mortalities.

Eight tuna farm locations, denoted A{H as shown in Figure 8.8, were identi�ed and the
data from all the farms in each of these locations collated. Percentages of daily and cumulative
deaths were then determined from stock totals at 12/4/1996. The results from these calculations
are shown in Figures 8.9 and 8.10, which give the percentage daily deaths and the percentage
cumulative deaths respectively at the eight locations around Boston Island.

Graphs of daily tuna mortalities (Figure 8.9) show that in the �rst week following the storm,
farms to the north-west and south of Boston Island (i.e. at A, C and D) su�ered the greatest
losses, with mortalities at G (to the east) slightly less than these. Farms north-east, south-east
and west of Boston Island (i.e. at H, F and B) as well as to the north-east of Bickers Islands
(i.e. at E) were not a�ected as much in the �rst seven days. After this time, there was an
increase in mortality rates at G and B, with the most signi�cant single loss observed at C (16%
on 23/4/1996). For locations H and F low mortalities were probably due to the fact that farms
at H were moved from this area between 15/4/1996 and 17/4/1996, and F left the area on
16/4/1996. Farm D was moved on 23/4/1996, after which mortalities at this location slowed.
This, along with the relatively small losses obtained at E (which was not moved) suggests that
the location of the farms tends to be the determining factor for the number of mortalities. It
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(a) April 1996

10/4/1996 11/4/1996 12/4/1996 13/4/1996 14/4/1996
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(b) October 1995
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Figure 8.7: Time series of observed winds at Port Lincoln Airport for (a) April 1996 and (b)
October 1995 strong wind events. Note the di�erences in the frequencies of strong winds that
blow toward the SW.

is possible however, that if H and F had not moved their cages that their losses may still have
been small. Additionally, the cumulative deaths for both H and F continued to increase up to
30/4/1996, which seems to indicate that the tuna may have already been mildly a�ected and
weaker �sh died.

The dependence of the number of deaths of tuna on the location of the farms around the Bay
is seen when the cumulative deaths �ve days after the the storm are considered (see Table 8.2).
On 18/4/1996 farms located at A, G, C and D had all su�ered large cumulative losses of
41.9%, 32.9%, 35.8%, and 24.5% respectively whereas B and E only su�ered 12.0% and 9.8%,
respectively.
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Figure 8.8: Locations A{H of various groups of tuna farms within the Boston Bay region.

Farm 5 Days Month end

A 42% 75%

B 12% 65%

C 36% 98%

D� 25% 60%

E 10% 30%

F� 4% 23%

G 33% 60%

H� 2% 15%

Table 8.2: Tuna farm cumulative deaths expressed as a percentage of stock observed in tuna
farms after 5 days (18/4/1996) and at the end of the month (30/4/1996).

8.6.2 Storm surge model

During the storm of April 1996, the water level observed at Port Lincoln jetty was the only
oceanographic data available, because no other tide height or current recorders were present
in the region at that time. Noye et al. (1999a) used the tidal model described in Section 8.4
to calculate the ampli�cation of, and time taken by, long waves to traverse the model from
the open boundary to Port Lincoln jetty. There was found to be a lag of less than 90 s for
the O1, K1, M2 and S2 constituents, with ampli�cation smaller than 0:4% in all but S2, which
was ampli�ed by 2:3%. This suggested that the sea level at the open boundary did not di�er
signi�cantly from that recorded at Port Lincoln jetty.

Fifteen minute sea level data available from the jetty (see Figure 8.11(c)), when compared to
tidal predictions (8.11(a)), reveals that the sea-level change caused by the storm surge (8.11(b))
is as signi�cant as that of the tide. The data from the jetty was initially transferred to the
entire open boundary of the model without modi�cation. This resulted in a modelled signal
that matched the recordings very well except for a small increase of range in the modelled
results. This was due to perturbations originally produced in the tidal wave as it traversed the
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Figure 8.9: Daily tuna mortalities as a percentage of stock on 12/4/1996 for various tuna farm
locations around Boston Island. Cages at D, F and H were moved to open water in the east
from the dates indicated with an \x".
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Figure 8.10: Cumulative tuna mortalities as a percentage of stock on 12/4/1996 for various
tunafarm locations around Boston Island. Cages at D, F and H were moved to open water in
the east from the dates indicated with an \x".
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Figure 8.11: (a) Astronomical tidal prediction, (b) recorded storm surge, and (c) modelled sea
levels compared with recorded sea levels at Port Lincoln jetty from 11th to 16th April, 1996.
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shallow waters of Boston Bay, and when these perturbations were input on the open boundary,
they were further ampli�ed as the new input wave moved across the Bay. Low pass �ltering of
the boundary input data removed these perturbations, causing the computed sea level height
at Port Lincoln jetty to more accurately simulate that actually recorded (see Figure 8.11(c)).

Wind e�ects also needed to be input, so that a true depth-dependent velocity pro�le could
be obtained. It was found by Noye et al. (1998b) that strong winds produce a small e�ect upon
sea level at Port Lincoln jetty, but have a signi�cant inuence upon currents in the region.
Consequently, recorded half hourly wind data from Port Lincoln Airport (see Figure 8.7(a))
were applied over the entire model region. Numerical tests, shown in Figure 8.12, illustrate
that the strong winds that characterise the April 1996 storm have only a very small inuence
on the modelled sea level at Port Lincoln jetty. The e�ect on the velocity pro�le is investigated
in Section 8.7.

As discussed in Section 2.4, the open boundary condition used for the removal of outgoing
waves is the Orlanski{Sommerfeld radiation condition. Because of the close proximity of the
open boundary to the region of interest in this particular model, it is important that realistic
ows are observed here. The input of the storm surge data on the open boundary takes into
account the e�ects of wind and pressure caused by the storm. Adding the wind to this model has
the potential to reduce the e�ectiveness of this method, especially if the wind has a signi�cant
e�ect on the sea level within the Boston Bay region. The testing of wind e�ect in the model
of storm surges considered here, however, implies that this factor is not signi�cant in the
propagation of a sea level pulse from the boundary to Port Lincoln jetty. Note that this is
the opposite �nding to that in Chapter 5, meaning that the same surge can have a di�erent
character in various regions. Because of this, the data used on the open boundary can be applied
in conjunction with the wind over the region.

The resulting modelled sea level under storm conditions compared with the tidal record at
Port Lincoln jetty is shown in Figure 8.11(c). The mean absolute error in computed sea levels
at the jetty is 0:0106m, in a range of approximately 1:5m.

8.7 Storm Induced Currents In Boston Bay

8.7.1 Current �elds caused by surges and winds

Figures 8.13 and 8.14 show snapshots of currents in Boston Bay near the surface and near the
sea oor at 12:00 hr 12 April 1996 (CST). These compare the relative e�ects of di�erent aspects
that make up the storm that resulted in the tuna deaths.

The near surface currents are considered in Figure 8.13. As this is during a neap tide,
the tidal currents illustrated in Figure 8.13(a) are quite small in magnitude, with a slight ow
into the Bay apparent. The addition of the surge data on the open boundary, as detailed in
Section 8.6.2 and shown in Figure 8.13(b), increases the magnitude of the ow into the Bay.
Velocities are 2{4 times greater in magnitude than the tide only case, but are generally in the
same direction. If the wind �eld (10m s�1 from the NNE in this case) is added to the model
of tides as shown in 8.13(c) an obvious increase in magnitude is observed in these near-surface
currents. In addition, the current vectors generally appear to be forced to face in the direction
of the wind �eld. When the full e�ect of the storm is realised, by adding tide, surge and wind
(as in Figure 8.13(d)) it is noticeable that the velocity pro�le is very similar to that without
the surge. Because of this, it can be deduced that the wind has a major inuence upon the
magnitude and direction of the currents near the sea surface, signi�cantly more so than the
surge or tidal inputs on the open boundary.

The currents near the sea oor for the same instant in time are shown in Figure 8.14. Again
the tidal currents (Figure 8.14(a)) are small, and the addition of the surge (Figure 8.14(b))
increases their magnitude. Bottom currents are almost identical to those at the surface in these
cases. However, when wind is added to the tidal model (Figure 8.14(c)), the velocity �eld near
the bottom di�ers signi�cantly from that near the surface. Flows in the opposite direction to
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Figure 8.12: Modelled sea levels at Port Lincoln jetty for (a) tide with surge input on the open
boundary, (b) tide with surge plus wind input, and (c) the residual wind e�ect from 11th to
16th April, 1996.
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(a) Tide only (b) Tide + Surge

0:2m s�1-

(c) Tide + Wind (d) Tide + Surge + Wind (Storm)

Figure 8.13: Vector representation of currents 20% of depth below the surface. The e�ect of
each component of the storm is shown at 12:00 hr 12/4/1996 CST. The wind was 10ms�1 from
the NNE.
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(a) Tide only (b) Tide + Surge

0:2m s�1-

(c) Tide + Wind (d) Tide + Surge + Wind (Storm)

Figure 8.14: Vector representation of currents 30% of depth above the bottom. The e�ect of
each component of the storm is shown at 12:00 hr 12/4/1996 CST. The wind was 10m s�1 from
the NNE.
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the surface currents are observed in both Boston and Proper Bays, suggesting that an underow
is occurring (similar to the �ndings of Noye et al. (1998b)). The velocity �eld is very similar
when the full storm is considered (Figure 8.14(d)). There are some di�erences between the two,
mainly in the region south-west of Boston Island in the entrance to Proper Bay, but the general
circulation patterns are shared.

8.7.2 Time series of surface and bottom currents caused by tide alone and

by tide plus storm

Figure 8.15 shows the positions around Boston Island where hourly time series of computed
currents 2m below the surface and 4m above the sea oor, for tide only and tide plus storm
conditions, have been produced. The near surface currents, which are computed 2m below
the surface, will be referred to as surface currents and the near bottom currents, which are
computed 4m above the sea oor, will be referred to as bottom currents. Also, for the purposes
of this discussion, the duration of the storm will be considered to be 12{14 April 1996.

Figure 8.15: Positions around Boston Island where time series of currents were computed for
the period 12/4/1996 to 16/4/1996 (CST). A, B and C are at an ISLW depth of approximately
14m; depth is 18m at D.

Figure 8.16 shows that at point A, in the channel north of Boston Island, the tide produces
an almost east-west semi-diurnal oscillation in the current with a maximum speed of 0:09m s�1

near the surface. Similar current patterns are seen near the sea oor with slightly reduced
speeds. When the storm e�ects are included, more complicated behaviour is observed. During
the storm, large surface currents are directed initially to the south-west with maximum speeds
of 0:2m s�1. These currents become directed to the west, north-west, north, then north-east
until late on 14/4/1996, when they revert to an east-west semi-diurnal oscillation consistent
with tide only e�ects, except with an increased maximum speed of 0:12m s�1. Bottom currents
are directed predominantly to the west during the storm with a maximum speed of 0:2m s�1.
Early on 15/4/1996, the bottom currents revert to an almost east-west semi-diurnal oscillation
similar to that observed for tidal e�ects.

At point B (Figure 8.17), located in the channel south of Boston Island, a south-west to
north-east semi-diurnal oscillation is observed with maximum tidal current speeds of 0:09m s�1

and 0:07m s�1 occurring on 16/4/1996 near the surface and bottom, respectively. During the
storm, however, currents show a much more complicated pattern. Surface currents are directed
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Figure 8.16: Time series of modelled velocities 2m below the surface and 4m above the bottom
at point A north of Boston Island. Velocities are shown for tide only and also with the inclusion
of the storm (which includes surge and wind inputs).
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Figure 8.17: Time series of modelled velocities 2m below the surface and 4m above the bottom
at point B south of Boston Island. Velocities are shown for tide only and also with the inclusion
of the storm (which includes surge and wind inputs).
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Figure 8.18: Time series of modelled velocities 2m below the surface and 4m above the bottom
at point C west of Boston Island. Velocities are shown for tide only and also with the inclusion
of the storm (which includes surge and wind inputs).
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Figure 8.19: Time series of modelled velocities 2m below the surface and 4m above the bottom
at point D east of Boston Island. Velocities are shown for tide only and also with the inclusion
of the storm (which includes surge and wind inputs).
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south-south-west, east-north-east, north-west, west, west-south-west, then north-east, with a
maximum speed of 0:2m s�1 late on 12/4/1996. From 15 April onwards, surface currents revert
to the semi-diurnal oscillating tide only pattern, but with increased speeds. During the time of
the storm, bottom currents are directed south-west to north-east on 12/4/1996, with a maximum
speed of 0:17ms�1, then north-east to south-west for most of 13/4/1996 and 14/4/1996.

At point C, west of Boston Island (Figure 8.18), tide only currents near the surface and
bottom oscillate between north-north-west to south-south-east with a small maximum speed of
0:02ms�1. Under storm conditions, surface currents are oriented initially to the south-west,
south, south-east, then to the north-east, with a large maximum speed of 0:3m s�1. At this
time, a signi�cant increase in speed near the bottom is observed, with currents directed initially
to the north, south-west, south, then south-south-east, with a maximum speed of 0:15ms�1

occurring near the beginning of 13/4/1996. By the end of 15 April, both surface and bottom
currents have reverted to a north-north-west to south-south-east semi-diurnal oscillation pattern
similar to tidal e�ects, except with an increased maximum of 0:07m s�1 on 16 April.

At point D, east of Boston Island (Figure 8.19), for tide-only conditions, a largely north-
south semi-diurnal oscillation in the currents is observed near both the surface and bottom, with
a maximum speed of 0:03ms�1. The e�ect of the storm signi�cantly alters both the speed and
direction of these currents. During the storm surface currents are directed to the south, east-
south-east, north-west, north-north-east, then north-north-west. At this time, bottom currents
are directed north-north-west, south-west, then south, with a maximum speed of 0:13ms�1 on
13 April. Near the beginning of 15 April, these revert to an almost north-south semi-diurnal
oscillation similar to that observed with the tide only, but with an increased maximum of
0:06ms�1.

It should be noted that the surface and bottom currents are essentially in the same direction
with a slightly reduced speed near the bottom for the tide-only situation. However, for the tide
plus storm situation, particularly on 12/4/1996 and 13/4/1996, surface and bottom currents
may have quite di�erent directions to one another. Also, under storm conditions current speeds
are up to three times larger than in the tide-only case.

8.8 Simulation of Particle Dispersion in Boston Bay

In order to determine the transport of particles suspended in the water column around Boston
Island the particle tracking technique has been used. This is described in detail in Chapter 6.

In the modelling carried out only veri�ed sources of �ne easily disturbed \silty" type sedi-
ments (TBOAA, 1997) were used (see Figure 8.20), although it is known that much of the sea
oor of Boston Bay and the near coastal region all around Boston Island are composed of such
sediments (Bond, 1993).

8.8.1 Boundary conditions

The behaviour of particles at closed boundaries is de�ned according to the substance being
modelled and the makeup of the coastline. In the case of grainy sediment, the \permanent
beaching type" of Section 6.7.3 would have been used. However, in this case �ne organic
sediment which, once disturbed, is easily carried in the water column. Because of this, the
\temporary beaching type" is used, where particles are held at the coastal boundary until
advected or di�used away. It is assumed that there is no settlement of particles at the coastal
boundary.

Particles that cross the open boundary to the exterior of the model are still inuenced by
the interior velocity values, as described in Section 6.7.4. If a particle outside of the model
moves more than three gridpoints away from the open boundary it is assumed to have been
caught in the currents of Spencer Gulf, and removed from calculation. Otherwise, particles are
allowed to continue inde�nitely.
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Figure 8.20: Some sources of suspended particles in the Boston Bay model region.

8.8.2 Advection of individual particles

The movement due to the tide only and tide plus storm of a single particle released at 0:00 hr
12/4/1996 CST from positions S1{S5 is shown in Figure 8.21. Centroid tracks for velocities
20% of the depth below the surface and 30% of depth above the bottom obtained from the
Boston Bay model (see Section 8.7) for tide-only and tide plus storm conditions are compared.
For each track there is a 24 hour period between marks.

Figures 8.21(b) and (d) show that there is no signi�cant movement of the centroid in the
case of tide only ows, and there is little di�erence between the surface and bottom movement
of the particles.

Figures 8.21(a) and (c) show signi�cant di�erences between near surface and near bottom
movement during the storm. Tracks of near surface movement tend to be almost in the opposite
direction to those near the bottom for each release point. Particles from S1 near the surface
are moved to the south of Boston Island within two days, and in the same time particles near
the bottom are moved to the north of the island and into Spencer Gulf through the northern
channel. Particles from S2 tend to circle the release point for the �rst two days, but the surface
tracks then move north, whereas the bottom tracks run to the south-east close to Boston Island.
Sources at S3 and S4 show di�erences in the tracking directions, but these are less signi�cant
due to the close proximity of the coast. From S5, particles close to the surface head in a south-
westerly direction before being trapped near the land after several days, and particles near the
bottom move toward the north-east for the �rst day, before turning towards the west past S3.

These signi�cant di�erences in surface and bottom tracks emphasise the need to use a three-
dimensional model to reproduce Boston Bay currents.

The level of 30% of the depth above the bottom was chosen as the most suitable depth for
sediment dispersion, because the �ne particles agitated from the sea oor are more likely to
be in the bottom half of the water column. The 30% depth from the sea oor corresponds to
approximately 5m, which is the average distance of the bottom of the sea cage from the sea
oor, in 17m of water.
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(a) Surface { Storm (b) Surface { Tide

(c) Bottom { Storm (d) Bottom { Tide

Figure 8.21: Movement of the centroid of a cloud of particles released at locations S1{S5 near
the surface and near the bottom on 0:00 hr 12/4/1996 CST. The circles are separated by a day.
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8.8.3 Multiple particle tracking

A total of 1440 particles at �ve release points (288 per point) were gradually released over a
12 hour period from 18:00 hr 11/4/1996. Advection was simulated using the currents at 30% of
the total depth above the sea oor. Di�usion was simulated using the scheme of Easton et al.
(1996), as described in Section 6.10. The coe�cients of di�usion are given by

Dx = Dy = 10m2 s�1; (8.8.10)

which is reasonable as the sediment is considered to be neutrally buoyant.
Settlement of particles was simulated, with particles gradually falling to the sea oor from

24 hours after the release of the �nal particle, that is from 6:00 hr on 13/4/1996. It was assumed
that settlement occurs randomly at a rate such that half of the particles settle within a 24 hour
period. Settled particles are displayed no di�erently to particles within suspension in plots of
particle dispersal shown here.

Particles have been released from the �ve locations in the Boston Bay region (shown in
Figure 8.20), each of which has a bottom observed to be made up of very �ne silty sediment
capable of being disturbed easily and remaining in suspension for many hours. It should also
be noted that suspended particles are able to accumulate in the gills of the tuna due to both
the movement of water past them and by direct settlement.

Twelve hourly plots of particle dispersal within Boston Bay are shown in Figures 8.22{8.23.
These show the development of the particle cloud released from the 5 points in the Bay over

4 days. Particles that settle are shown in their �nal position so that the total concentration of
particles (both settled and currently in suspension) can be observed.

Approximately half of the particles have been released by 0:00 hr 12/4/1996, as shown in
Figure 8.22(a). Particles are still clustered close to their release points at this time.

Twelve hours later, at 12:00 hr 12/4/1996, all particles have been released and dispersal
throughout the model occurs (see Figure 8.22(b)). Northward movement of particles from
release points both east and west of Boston Island is obvious. This is also the case for particles
originating south of the Island. Particles have di�used from their origins in all cases.

The simulated dispersal of sediment on 0:00 hr 13/4/1996 is shown in Figure 8.22(c). Parti-
cles have spread throughout the central and northern parts of Boston Bay. Few are observed to
the west, south-west, north and north-east of Boston Island. Particles seem to have congregated
in the south-eastern corner of the Island, and also on its east coast. Some have left the model,
but the inuence of the interior currents computed by the model continues at this stage (as
described by the open boundary condition in Section 6.7.4).

At 12:00 hr 13/4/1996 particles have begun to settle (see Figure 8.22(d)). At this time, 1366
particles are still running, while 74 are labelled as \crashed". The crashed particles have been
removed from active calculation, and are held stationary for the remainder of the simulation.
They have either been removed due to random settlement, or as a result of the open boundary
condition on particles. The buildup of particles in the extreme east of the Figure, outside of
the model domain, shows some of these crashes. The same regions surrounding Boston Island
appear to be a�ected as were noticed 12 hours prior to this. In Boston Bay, the particle cloud
is now most signi�cant near the coast. The entrance to Proper Bay is also now inundated with
a light covering of sediment. The greatest concentrations of particles occur near Boston Island,
in particlular in the waters to the east and south.

A snapshot of sediment dispersal 12 hours later, at 0:00 hr 14/4/1996, shows few di�erences
to that obtained previously (see Figure 8.23(a)). This can mainly be attributed to particles
settling (1040 still running, 400 crashed), reducing the numbers of particles that are able to
disperse. Again the greatest concentrations appear near Boston Island, but it seems that
some of the particles which left the model previously may have returned. Others outside the
open boundary appear to have settled, as they do not move signi�cantly in the next 36 hours
(Figures 8.23(b){(d)). In fact, over this 36 hour period, as sediments settle out of suspension,
there are few signi�cant changes in the overall appearance of dispersal throughout the model.
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(a) 0:00 hr 12/4/1996 (CST) (b) 12:00 hr 12/4/1996 (CST)

(c) 0:00 hr 13/4/1996 (CST) (d) 12:00 hr 13/4/1996 (CST)

Figure 8.22: The cloud of particles from sources S1{S5 for 0:00 hr 12/4/1996 to 13/4/1996
(CST).
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(a) 0:00 hr 14/4/1996 (CST) (b) 12:00 hr 14/4/1996 (CST)

(c) 0:00 hr 15/4/1996 (CST) (d) 12:00 hr 15/4/1996 (CST)

Figure 8.23: The cloud of particles from sources S1{S5 for 0:00 hr 14/4/1996 to 15/4/1996
(CST).
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8.8.4 Concentrations of particles at tuna farms

In order to directly compare the observed mortalities of tuna with the simulated concentrations
of particles, plots of particle concentration have been produced at each of the tuna farm loca-
tions within the region, as shown in Figure 8.8. Data has been presented as a time series of
hourly particle numbers in each gridbox containing farms (see Figure 8.24), and as a cumula-
tive hourly measure of this same concentration (Figure 8.25). Comparison can now be made
to the losses of tuna stocks observed at the relevant farms, which were shown in Section 8.6.1
for daily (Figure 8.9) and cumulative (Figure 8.10) mortalities. In order to directly compare
the percentage of tuna lost with an equivalent percentage of particle coverage, the cumulative
number of particles at each farm location can be alternatively expressed as a percentage of the
cumulative number of particles simulated at C (observed to have the highest loss of tuna).

Figure 8.24(a) shows the particle concentration in tuna farm A, where there is an initial
peak near 10 particles for most of 12/4/1996, and few particles in this position for the remainder
of the model run. This is reected cumulatively (Figure 8.25(a)), with an initial steep rise on
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Figure 8.24: Simulated number of particles at tuna farms A{H.
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Figure 8.25: Simulated cumulative number of particles at tuna farms A{H.

12/4/1996 followed by a shallow gradient from 13/4/1996 to 18/4/1996. Overall coverage is
19% of that predicted at C. The daily losses obtained in this region are shown in Figure 8.9(a),
and these show that the most signi�cant loss of tuna (14%) occurred on 17/4/1996, which is
relatively early. Cumulative losses at location A are shown in Figure 8.10(a). The concave
shape of the curve is similar to that shown in the simulation due to signi�cant early mortalities.
The overall cumulative loss at tuna farm A is approximately 75% of total stock.

Tuna farm B is located to the west of Boston Island. This location was noticed to have little
particle coverage, which is shown speci�cally in Figures 8.24(b) and 8.25(b), with less than 5
particles per hour coverage (total of 164 or 13% of the number in C) in this area for the entire
simulation. This di�ers signi�cantly to the mortalities in this region (Figure 8.9(c)), which show
that small numbers of deaths occurred (approximately 2% per day) up until 20/4/1996, when
the rate of mortalities increased to 6% per day for the next 6 days, after which it reduced. The
overall cumulative mortality for this region (Figure 8.10(c)) was approximately 65%.

The mortality of tuna at Farm C was the highest of all the farms, as shown in Figures 8.9(c)
and 8.10(c). Signi�cant deaths occurred relatively early, from 16/4/1996 up to a maximum loss
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of around 14% per day. There was a drop in the mortality rate around 22/4/1996, but this rose
again for the next 2{3 days. The cumulative plot of mortality shows that approximately 98%
of total stock was lost in this region. Simulations of particle dispersal reect these losses, with
the highest numbers of particles (20{35 particles per hour) inundating the area around this
farm from 12/4/1996 to midday on 13/4/1996 (see Figure 8.24(c)). The number decreases to
approximately 5 particles per hour, uctuates between 5 and 10 particles for the next 24 hours,
and settles at around 3 particles. In the cumulative plot of particle density (Figure 8.25(c))
the slope shows that there are large numbers of particles present in the �rst 36 hours, with a
decrease in numbers after that, reected by the concavity of the curve. The �nal cumulative
amount (1294 particles) is the highest of all the farms simulated that were not relocated to the
open ocean.

Farm D was moved to the open ocean after 23/4/1996. It is unclear whether this had any
e�ects, positive or negative, upon the survival of tuna. Simulations show that there was a
reasonably constant amount of particles (generally around 5, sometimes as high as 10 particles
per hour) near farm D throughout the simulation time (see Figure 8.24(d)). The cumulative
plot shows this, with a near constant gradient prevalent in Figure 8.25(d). This plot shows a
�nal cumulative concentration of 696 particles, which is 54% of that predicted for farm C. When
compared to the mortalities of tuna observed in Figure 8.9(c), there is a peak from 17/4/1996 to
20/4/1996, but the curve generally has less peaks than those of farms B and C. Cumulatively,
the overall loss of tuna is 60% of total stock (Figure 8.10(c)). The slope of the plot is not as
constant as that simulated, but appears to show higher mortalities before 20/4/1996 than after.

Figures 8.24(e) and 8.25(e) show particle numbers simulated at tuna farm E. An initial peak
of around 25 particles per hour is observed on 12/4/1996, decreasing to 10 after this. For the
�rst half of 13/4/1996 there is no inundation, but this increases to 5 particles per hour from
this point. The cumulative number of particles reaches a maximum of 673, which is 52% of
the number predicted at farm C. Tuna mortalities are shown in Figures 8.9(b) and 8.10(b).
Mortalities occur steadily at a relatively low rate, the maxima being losses of 4% on 21/4/1996
and 28/4/1996. Overall cumulative losses amount to approximately 30% of total stock.

Farms near location F were moved from the area on 16/4/1996, so the mortality rates (shown
in Figure 8.9(b)) and cumulative losses (Figure 8.10(b)) may not give a reasonable indication
of the e�ects of particles upon tuna survival. Observed mortality at F follows a similar path
to that at location E, with a total cumulative loss of approximately 23%. In simulations, there
appears to be a consistent inundation of particles in the region, ranging up to 30 particles per
hour from 12/4/1996 to the beginning of 15/4/1996, and settling at 6{8 particles per hour
after this (Figure 8.24(f)). Cumulative particle numbers, shown in Figure 8.25(f), illustrate
the consistent nature of particle dispersal in this region. The total number of particles is 1340,
which corresponds to 104% of the number at C.

Figure 8.24(g) shows an initial inundation of particles (up to 30 per hour) for the �rst 24
hours at tuna farms near location G. Levels reduced to 3{4 particles per hour after this. A total
of 717 particles was simulated to pass through the region in the cumulative plot (Figure 8.25(g)),
corresponding to 55% of the amount at location C. Observations of tuna mortalities showed
approximate losses of 60%, with peak loss of 10% on 22/4/1996 (see Figures 8.9(b) and 8.10(b)).

Farms at H were moved from the region on 15/4/1996. Very few particles are simulated to
reach farms in region H (see Figures 8.24(h) and 8.25(h)), with a cumulative total of 68 particles
(5% of C) predicted. This is reected in the observed mortality here, with cumulative losses of
only 15%, the lowest of all of the farms considered (see Figures 8.9(a) and 8.10(a)).

8.8.5 Discussion

A summary of comparisons between the cumulative observed tuna deaths at each farm and the
relative amount of particles modelled to pass through the relevant region is shown in Table 8.3.
Each farm has been given a rating of either \Poor", \Fair" or \Good", or combinations of these
based upon the performance of the model. From this table, it can be seen that three of the farm
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Farm Observed Cumulative Predicted Cumulative Maximum Rating
Mortalities Coverage Coverage

A 75% 19% 9hr�1 Fair{Poor

B 65% 13% 4hr�1 Fair{Poor

C 98% 100% 39 hr�1 Good

D� 60% 54% 12 hr�1 Good�

E 30% 52% 24 hr�1 Fair

F� 23% 104% 29 hr�1 Fair�

G 60% 55% 30 hr�1 Good

H� 15% 5% 4hr�1 Fair�

Table 8.3: Ratings of particle dispersal prediction according to tuna farm deaths. Farms marked
with `�' were moved during the time of unusual mortalities.

regions receive the rating \Good", namely C, D� and G. Three farms (E, F� and H�) are rated
as \Fair", and two rated \Fair { Poor" (A and B). Note that farms with an asterisk superscript
(�) were moved at some stage during the time of unusual tuna mortalities.

Farm A, rated \Fair{Poor", had an observed mortality signi�cantly higher than the percent-
age of coverage by sediments (75% vs 19%). It is interesting to note, however, that the major
coverage of particles in this region occurred quite soon after sediments were lifted from the
bottom, with a small amount of coverage after that. There was very little coverage of particles
simulated for farms in the region marked B (13%), which was rated similarly to A. This is at
odds with the moderately high mortality rates observed for this area (65%). It is interesting to
note that the most signi�cant losses in area B occurred later, with losses less than 20% before
21/4/1996. This suggests that there could have been coverage of tuna at farm B by the organic
sediment that occurred later than at some of the other locations. One possible explaination for
the lack of similarity between losses of tuna and coverage of sediment is that a source of �ne
organic sediment that inundated site B some time after the storm has not been included in the
modelling. Due to the relative positions of A and B, it could be argued that there is perhaps
a source of sediment closer to the western side of the island that could have caused further
inundation of these areas.

The farms at sites D, F and H were moved outside of the Bay during the time of unusual
mortalities. Because of this, the tuna deaths recorded may be biased, and could have been arti-
�cially increased (due to the stress of moving) or decreased (due to less coverage by sediments).
Because of this, the results at each were rated at least as \Fair". A good match between ob-
served mortality and coverage of particles was obtained at D (54% and 60%), and the mortality
rate and coverage at H were both the least of all the stations (15% and 5%). At F, there was an
extremely large amount of coverage by sediments predicted, especially on 13/4/1996. It may
be assumed that moving the farms to the outside of the Bay saved a signi�cant number of tuna
stocks in this case.

A rating of \Fair" was given to farm E, with the particular coverage (52%) exceeding the
observed mortalities (30%). Stations C and G were rated as good, with percentages of mortality
(C:98% and G:60%) matching the percentage of coverage (C:100% and G:55%) extremely well.

Overall a reasonable match between observed tuna mortalities and predicted sediment cov-
erage has been found using sources obtained from diver's observations of the sea oor. It is
possible, from the results obtained here, that there could be another source which inundated
the tuna farms on the western side of Boston Island. It should also be noted that other factors,
such as the volume of the relative cages, the number of tuna per cage and the size and age
of tuna within the cages may have had an e�ect upon the mortality rates of distressed tuna.
These factors are not considered within this modelling process, where the coverage of tuna by
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organic sediment is assumed to be the major factor in mortality.

8.9 Summary

A three-dimensional tide and storm surge prediction model of the Boston Bay region, South
Australia, has been constructed. This has been tested for the prediction of sea level and current
velocity for a test case, and has then been applied to hindcasting the inuence of the April 1996
storm on the Bay. It was found that external surges had a signi�cant e�ect upon currents,
particularly to the north and south of Boston Island. Wind �elds caused a signi�cant increase
in current velocities, with surface and bottom current directions often in opposition.

A comparison of tracks of single particles conducted for depths near the surface and sea
oor found that particles often moved in opposite directions, with those released from some
points found to move to opposite ends of the Bay after �ve days.

The particle tracking routine has been applied, using near bottom predictions of velocity, to
simulate the dispersal of �ne organic sediments which were stirred from the sea oor by storm-
induced wind waves. The spread of particles was then compared to mortalities of tuna caged
in farms within the region during this time. In general a good match was obtained between the
cumulative tuna losses and the concentrations of particles predicted.
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